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ABSTRACT

In this review article, we focus on recent advances in plasma source technology for materials
processing applications. The motivation behind new source development is discussed along with
the limitations of conventional radio frequency diode systems. Then the fundamental principles
underlying electron heating in electron cyclotron resonance, helicon wave, inductively coupled,
helical resonator, and surface wave plasmas are discussed with some attention to design issues.
The transport of ions to device wafers and itsinfluence onetching anisotrophy is discussed forall
sources. Similarly, we examine the benefits ofusing high density sources for minimizing plasma
process induced damage and discuss in particular, the effects of plasma uniformity oncharging
damage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The adventof sub-micron electronic devicefabrication hasbroughtunprecedented demands for process
optimization and control (1,2) which, in turn, have led to improved plasma reactors for the etching and
deposition ofthin films. As a result, we have witnessed the introduction ofa new generation ofplasma sys
tems based onelectron cyclotron resonance (ECR) heating (3-6). ECR plasma etching of polycrystalline
Si, single crystalline Si, silicides, Al, Mo, W, Si02, polymers, and m-Vcompound semiconductors have
allbeen reported inrecent years (7-33). Similarly, ECR plasmas have been used todeposit amorphous Si,
silicon nitride, boron carbide, andSi02 to name justa few materials (34-40). Applications of ECRplasmas
beyond etching anddeposition have also been reported and include ion implantation (41-45), surface clean
ing (46-59), surface passivation (60), and oxidation (53,61-63). Besides ECR, many other "novel" plasma
generation schemes are now being offered to satisfy manufacturers* needs in these materials processing
areas. Allthese schemes purport to offer advantages over conventional approaches such as thecapacitively
coupled radio frequency discharge now used inmany factories for etching anddeposition of thin films dur
ing integrated circuit manufacturing.

Butwhich scheme is best? Whatarethekeyaspects to plasma source design thatimpact materials pro
cessing? And why are the conventional approaches inadequate? While the answers to these questions
remain elusive andare thesubject of much current research, one canclearly identify commonalities and
differences between the novel sources, whose most distinctivecharacteristicis higher efficiency than their
conventional counterparts operated at low pressure. Thepurpose of this review is to: (1)develop a unified
framework from which all "high efficiency" sources may beviewed andcompared; (2)outline keyelements
of source design that affect processing results; and, (3) highlight areas where additional research and
development is needed. In so doing, wehope to assist those who use plasma for materials processing to
make wise choices in constructing or purchasing sources, to guide vendors of highefficiency sources in
choosing designs thatcanbestmeet their customers* expectations, andto inspire theresearch community to
focuson problemsof technological interest

Before beginning such a review, several disclaimers must bemade. First, theliterature on applications,
diagnostics, and modeling ofhigh efficiency sources isnow sovoluminous that wearenotable toreview or
reference every paper. Rather, wehave opted forhighlighting key results in line with ourobjectives stated
above. Second, we restrictour focus to those aspects ofplasma processing thatare uniquely affected by the
use of high efficiency plasmas. For example, we discuss aspects of source design that affect plasma-
induced electrical damage in microelectronic circuits but a comprehensive discussion of damage mechan
isms is the subject of itsown review and clearly beyond the scope of this work. Third, there arepertinent
areas thatwhile important are not yetready forreview. Foremost amongst these is the field of numerical
simulation. While impressive results have been reported recently and wewill draw on some of these, little
has appeared in print and it is premature to review the field. Similarly, the stability of high efficiency
sources is a matter of some concern and recent work illustrates that sudden mode changesand bistability
may adversely affect materials properties, but too little has been reported and analyzed tomake a thorough
discussion meaningful. Finally, any review reflects the biases of the authors andthis work isnoexception.
Based on ourinterests and experience, wefocus onapplications of plasmas to microelectronics fabrication
and, in particular, etching. Heavy emphasis is placed on simple, analytical, unifying theories and
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quantitative diagnostic measurements.

Why new sources? In plasma etching, the shrinking dimensions of micro-electronic devices have
placed unprecedented demands on process control. Consider critical dimension (CD) control where the
width of the transistor gate is specified to better than 10%. For yesterday's CD of 1 Mm, this means a
linewidth variation of 0.1 pm can be tolerated butby the end of the 20th century when the CD should be
only 0.25 nm, variations inCD must beless than 0.025 um. This requires unprecedented anisotropy inthe
plasma etching of gate electrodes, contact windows, and metallic interconnections. To achieve such con
trol, weneed to increase the anisotropy of ion transport tothe device wafer from what it is inthe conven
tional capacitively coupled rfreactor. This means operating plasmas at lower pressures. But, conventional
rf sources are inefficient at low pressure so that high powers must be used to achieve the high rates ofioni
zation and dissociation necessary for high throughput, low-cost manufacturing. Unfortunately, excessive
power input to acapacitively coupled system leads to high ion bombarding energies that can degrade selec
tivity in etching and produce electrical damage that reduces device yield. Thus, new sources are needed to
operate atlowerpressure andhigher efficiency.

In conventional rfsystems, ion energy and flux are inexorably linked. But, ion energy control is needed
in plasma deposition to tailor film properties such as stress, composition, refractive index, crystaUinity, and
topography. Ion energy control is used in plasma etching to optimize selectivity and minimize atomic dis
placement damage while meeting linewidth and throughput specifications. Therefore, gaining superior con
trol ofion energy and decoupling it from ion flux control is further motivation for developing new plasma
sources and processing systems.

In the remainder of this section, we review briefly the properties of capacitively coupled radio fre
quency plasmas and elaborate further on the advantages ofhigh efficiency sources. In the following sec
tions, we first discuss the fundamental principles underlying high efficiency plasma source design and, to
compare one source with another, use a simple analysis in Sec. n that allows estimation ofelectron tem
perature, ion bombardment energy, and plasma density in terms ofthe gas phase cross sections, gas density,
absorbed power, and source dimensions. In this way, we provide an approximate but common framework
with which one source can becompared to another. In sections m-VII wediscuss ingreater detail ECR,
helicon, inductive, helical resonator, and surface wave sources, respectively. Emphasis is placed on elec
tron heating and power absorption, since these are the primary differences between one source and another.
In section VIE, weturn to the issue of plasma transport and independent control of ion energy and flux.
Obtaining such control is largely independent ofthe electron heating mechanism but depends critically on
source design parameters such as the magnetic field and power absorption profiles. We focus our attention
in section VIE onmeasurements of ion energy distributions, mostly in ECR systems since little data are
available from other systems. In sections VIE and DC, we relate ion energy and plasma uniformity, dictated
by source design, to processing results such as etching anisotropy, atomic displacement damage, and
charge-induced damage. In the final section, we highlight remaining issues and the areas where further
investigationis needed.

Throughout this paper we strive to be consistent with dimensional analysis despite not using acon
sistent set of units. Generally, magnetic field is expressed in gauss, distances in m, cm, or mm, and the
electron charge in coulombs. Energies are usually given in units ofvolts, not eV, so the value ofeis expli
citly written. Pressures are given in Torr or mTorr. While this does not conform to international conven
tion, itdoes conform tocommon usage. We apologize tothe purists.

I.A Capacitively Coupled Radio Frequency Discharge Sources
Capacitively driven rf discharges—so-called rf diodes—are the most common sources used for materi

als processing. An idealized source in plane parallel geometry, shown in Fig. la, consists of adischarge
chamber containing two electrodes separated by aspacing / and driven by an rfpower source. The sub
strates are placed on one electrode, feedstock gases are admitted to flow through the discharge, and effluent
gases are removed by the vacuum pump. Coaxial discharge geometries, such as the "hexode" shown in
Fig. lb, are also in widespread use. When operated at low pressure, with the wafer mounted on the powered
electrode, and used to remove substrate material, such reactors are commonly called reactive ion etchers
(RTE's)-^ misnomer, since the etching is generally a chemical process enhanced by energetic ion
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bombardment ofthe substrate, rather than aremoval process due to reactive ions. When operated at higher
pressure with the wafer mounted on the grounded electrode, such reactors are commonly referred to as
plasma etchers. In terms ofthe physical properties ofthese systems, this distinction is somewhat arbitrary.

The physical operation ofcapacitively driven discharges is reasonably well understood. As shown in
Fig. 2 for a symmetrically driven discharge operated at frequencies between the ion and electron plasma
frequencies, the mobile plasma electrons, responding to the instantaneous electric fields produced by the rf
(13.6 MHz) driving voltage, oscillate back-and-forth within the positive space charge cloud ofthe ions. At
13.6 MHz, the massive ions respond only to the time-averaged electric fields. Oscillation of the electron
cloud creates sheath regions near each electrode that contain net positive charge when averaged over an
oscillation period; i.e., the positive charge exceeds the negative charge in the system, with the excess
appearing within the sheaths. This excess produces astrong time-averaged electric field within each sheath
directed from the plasma to the electrode. Ions flowing out of the bulk plasma near the center of the
discharge can be accelerated bythe sheath fields to high energies as they flow tothe substrate, leading to
energetic-ion bombardment, which can enhance, inhibit, or otherwise modify surface reactions. Typical ion
bombarding energies e, can be as high as Vrf/2 for symmetric systems (Fig. 2) and as high as Vrf at the
powered electrode for asymmetric systems (Fig. 1), where Vrft the rf voltage amplitude (peak rf voltage)
between thetwo electrodes mighttypically vary between 100 V and1kV.

We note that positive ions continuously bombard the electrode over an rf cycle. In contrast, electrons
are lost to the electrode only when the oscillating cloud closely approaches the electrode. During that time,
the instantaneous sheath potential collapses to near-zero, allowing a sufficient number of electrons to
escape tobalance the ion charge delivered tothe electrode. Except for such brief moments, the instantane
ous potential of the discharge must always be positive with respect to any large electrode and wall sur
faces;1 otherwise themobile electrons would quickly leak out Electron confinement is ensured by the pres
ence of positive spacecharge sheaths nearall surfaces.

The separation of the discharge into bulk and sheath regions isan important paradigm that applies toall
discharges. The bulkregion is quasi-neutral, and both instantaneous and time-averaged fields are low. The
bulk plasma dynamics are described by ambipolar diffusion athigh pressures and by free-fall ion loss at
low pressures. In the positive space charge sheaths, high fields exist, leading todynamics that are described
byvarious ion space charge sheath laws, including low voltage sheaths (for high density sources) and vari
ous high voltage sheath models (for RFdiodes), such as collisionless and collisional Child laws and their
modifications (66-73). The plasma and sheath models must be joined at their interface. The usual joining
condition is to require that the mean ion velocity at the plasma-sheath edge be equal to the ion-sound
(Bohm) velocity uB = (e T€ IM)1/2, where e and Mare the charge and mass of the ion and Te is the elec
tron temperature in units of volts.

In the second column of Table 1,typical RFdiode source and plasma parameters are given. For aniso
tropic etching, pressures are in the range 10-100 mTorr, power densities are 0.1-1 W/cm2, the driving fre
quency is typically 13.6 MHz, and multiple wafer systems are common. Plasma densities are relatively low,
~1010 cm"3, andmeanelectron energies are of order 5 V, corresponding to Maxwellian electron tempera
tures of order 3 V. However, non-Maxwellian electron distributions (e.g. two-temperature) are also
observed, with thebulkelectron temperature sometimes much lessthan 1V (74,75). Ion acceleration ener
gies (sheath voltages) are high, >200 V, and fractional ionization is low. The degree of dissociation can
range widely from less than 0.1% to nearly 100% depending on gas composition and plasma conditions
(76,77). For deposition and isotropic etch applications, pressures tend tobe higher and frequencies some
times lower than the commonly used standard of 13.6 MHz. For example, silicon nitride deposition used
for chip encapsulation is ordinarily performed at frequencies between 50 and 500 kHz where relatively
large ion bombardment energies are used totailor film stress and stoichiometry (78).

Exceptions tothis rule are also possible inlow frequency electronegative and dc discharges. In the former, the build-up ofnegative
ions can reduce the plasma potential below that oflarge surfaces incontact with the plasma (64). In the latter, the plasma potential
can liebetween thetwoelectrode potentials if sufficient current isdrawn from theplasma (65).



TABLE 1: TYPICAL PARAMETERS FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY

AND CONVENTIONAL RF PLASMA SOURCES

Parameter Units RF Diode High Density Source
Pressure/?
Power P

mTorr

W

10-1000

50-2000

0.5-50

100-5000

Frequency/
Volume V

MHz

1

0.05 -13.6

1-10

0-2450

2-50

Cross Sectional Area A cm2 300-2000 300-500

Magnetic Field B
Plasma Density n
Electron Temperature Tt
Ion Acceleration Energy £,
Fractional Ionization X&

kG

cm"3
V

V

0

109 - 10"
1-5

200-1000

io-6 - lO'3

0-1

1010 - 1012
2-7

20-500

10"4 - 10"1

LB Limitationsof Capacitively Coupled RadioFrequency Discharges

A crucial limiting feature of RF diodes isthat the ion bombarding flux r, = hub and the ion accelera
tion energy £, can not bevaried independently. The situation isanalogous tothe lack of independent vol
tage and current control indiode vacuum tubes or semiconductor pn junctions. Hence, for areasonable (but
relatively low) ion flux, as well as a reasonable dissociation of the feedstock gas, sheath voltages atthe
driven electrode are high. For wafers placed onthedriven electrode, this can result in undesirable damage,
or loss of linewidth control. Furthermore, the combination of low ion flux and high ion energy leads to a
relatively narrow window for many process applications. The low process rates resulting from the limited
ion flux in rf diodes oftenmandates multiwafer orbatch processing, withconsequent lossof wafer-to-wafer
reproducibility. Higher ion and neutral fluxes are generally required for single wafer processing in a
clustered tool environment, in which a single wafer is moved by a robot through a series of process
chambers. Clustered tools are used to control interface quality and are said to have the potential for
significant cost savings in fabricating integrated circuits (79). Finally, low fractional ionization poses a
significant problem for processes where the feedstock costs and disposal ofeffluents are issues.

To meet the linewidth, selectivity and damage control demands for next-generation fabrication, the
mean ion bombarding energy, and itsenergy distribution, should becontrollable independently of the ion
and neutral fluxes. Somecontrol overionbombarding energy can be achieved by putting thewafer on the
undriven electrode and independently biasing this electrode with a second RF source. Although these so-
called rf triode systems are inuse, processing rates are still low at low pressures and sputtering contamina
tion is an issue.

Various magnetically enhanced rfdiodes and modes have also been developed toimprove performance
of the rf reactor. These include, for example, the Applied Materials* AMT-5000 magnetically enhanced
reactive ion etcher (MERE) and the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina's split cathode RFmag
netron. In the AMT MERE, a DC magnetic field of 50 -300G is applied parallel to the powered elec
trode, onwhich the wafer sits. The magnetic field increases the efficiency of power transfer from the source
to the plasma and also enhances plasma confinement This results in a reduced sheath voltage and an
increased plasma density when the magnetic jfield is applied (8031). However, the plasma generated is
strongly nonuniform both radially and azimuthally due to E x Bdrifts, where Eand Bare the local electric
and magnetic fields, respectively. To increase process uniformity (at least azimuthally), the magnetic field
isrotated inthe plane ofthe wafer at a frequency of0.5 Hz. While this isan improvement, MERIE systems
do not have good uniformity which may limit their applicability to next-generation, sub-micron device
fabrication. Indeed, the strongly nonuniform plasma over the wafer can give rise toalateral dc current that
can damage thingate oxide films (see Sec.IX.Q.



LC Overview of High Efficiency Sources

The limitations of rf diodes and their magnetically enhanced variants have ledto the development of a
new generation of low pressure, high efficiency plasma sources. A few examples are shown schematically
in Fig. 3, and typical source and plasma parameters are given in Table 1. In addition to high density and
low pressure, acommon feature is that the rfor microwave power iscoupled to the plasma across adielec
tric window, rather than by direct connection toan electrode in the plasma, as for an rf diode. This non-
capacitive power transfer iskey to achieving low voltages across all plasma sheaths at electrode and wall
surfaces. DC voltages, and hence ion acceleration energies, are then typically 20 -30 V atall surfaces. To
control the ion energy, the electrode on which the wafer isplaced can beindependently driven byacapaci
tively coupled rfsource. Hence independent control ofthe ion/radical fluxes (through the source power) and
the ion bombarding energy (through the wafer electrode power) is possible. This subject is discussed at
greaterlength in Sec. VIII.

Thecommon features of power transfer across dielectric windows and separate bias supply atthe wafer
electrode are illustrated in Fig. 3. However, sources differ significantly in the means by which power is
coupled to the plasma. For the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) source shown in Fig. 3a, oneor more
electromagnet coils surrounding the cylindrical source chamber generate an axially varying dc magnetic
field. Microwave power is injected axially through a dielectric window into the source plasma, where it
excites aright hand circularly polarized (RHP) wave that propagates toaresonance zone, for coldelectrons,
at0) = ©« wherethewave is absorbed. Here co = 2ft/is the applied radian frequency and(!)«. = eBIm is
the electron gyration frequency atresonance. For the typical microwave frequency/ = 2450 MHz used,
the resonant magnetic field is B = 875G. The plasma streams outof the source into the process chamber in
which the wafer is located.

A helicon source is shown in Fig. 3b. A weak (50 -200 G) dc axial magnetic field along with an rf-
driven antenna placed near the dielectric cylinder thatforms thesource chamber allowsexcitation ofa heli
con wave within the source plasma. Resonant wave-particle interaction (Landau damping) is believed to
transfer the wave energy to the plasma (82-86) (Sec. IV.D). For the helical resonator source shownin Fig.
3c, the external helix and conducting cylinder surrounding the dielectric discharge chamber form a slow
wave structure, Le. supporting an electromagnetic wave with phase velocity much less than the velocity of
light Efficient couplingof the RF powerto the plasma is achieved by excitation of a resonant axialmode
(Sec. VI). An inductive (or transformer) coupled source is shown in Fig. 3d. Here the plasma acts as a
single-turn, lossy conductor that is coupled to a multitum non-resonant rf coil across the dielectric
discharge chamber; rf poweris inductively coupled to the plasma by transformer action(Sec. V). In con
trast to the ECR and helicon sources, a dc magnetic field is not required for efficient power coupling in the
helical resonator or inductive sources.

Figure 3 alsoillustrates the useof highdensity sources to feed plasma into a relatively distinct, separate
process chamber in which the wafer is located. As shown in the figure, the process chamber can be sur
rounded by dc multidipole magnetic fields to enhance plasma confinement nearthe process chamber sur
faces, while providing a magnetic field-free plasma environment at the wafer. Such configurations are
often called "remote'* sources, another misnomer since at low pressuresconsiderable plasma and free radi
calproduction occurs withinthe process chamber near the wafer(See Sec.Vm.D). Hence suchsources are
not actually remote. For reasons thatarediscussed further in Sees. ILA.2,VIM), and IX.C, the source and
process chambers are sometimes combined, or the wafer is placed very near to the source exit Such
configurations are useful for obtaining increased ionand radical fluxes, reducing the spread in ion energy,
and improving process uniformity. But, thewafer is exposed to higher levelsof damaging radiation aswell
(Sec. IX).

Although the need for low pressures, high fluxes and controllable ionenergies hasmotivated highden
sity source development, there are many issues that need to beresolved. A critical issue is achieving the
required process uniformity over 200 -300 mm wafer diameters. Incontrast to thenearly onedimensional
geometry of typical RF diodes (two closely spaced parallel electrodes), high density sources are often
cylindrical systems with length-to-diameter ratios of order orexceeding unity. Plasma formation and tran
sport in such geometries is inherently radially nonuniform. Another critical issue is efficient power transfer
(coupling) across dielectric windows over awide operating range of plasma parameters. Degradation of and
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deposition on the window can also lead to irreproducible source behavior and the need for frequent, costly
cleaning cycles (87). Lowpressure operation leads to severe pumping requirements for high deposition or
etching rates and hence to theneed for large, expensive vacuum pumps. Furthermore, plasma andradical
concentrations become strongly sensitive toreactor surface conditions, leading to problems of reactor aging
andprocess irreproducibility. Finally, DCmagnetic fields arerequired forsome source concepts. These can
lead to magnetic field induced process non-uniformities and damage, as seen, forexample, in MERIE sys
tems (88).

n. PRINCIPLES OF LOW PRESSURE, HIGH EFF1CIENCY SOURCEDESIGN

For the pressures ofinterest (see Table 1), the plasma isnot in thermal equilibrium, and local ionization
models (89), where the ionization rate isa function ofthe local field and density only, fail. For all sources,
the electrical power is coupled most efficienUy to plasma electrons. In the bulk plasma, energy is
transferred inefficiendy from electrons to ions and neutrals by weak collisional processes; for ions, energy
can also be coupled by weak ambipolar electric fields. The fraction ofenergy transferred by elastic collision
ofan electron with aheavy ion or neutral is2mlM~10"4, where mandMare the electron and heavy parti
cle masses. Hence the electron temperature Tt much exceeds the ion and neutral temperatures, Tt and 7,
respectively, in the bulk; typically T, - 5Vwhereas Tt and Tare a few times room temperature (90). A
more complete discussion of the ion temperature isgiven in Sec. VIII. However, dissociation and excita
tion processes can create a subgroup ofrelatively high energy heavy particles. Also, the ambipolar electric
fields accelerate positive ions toward the sheath edge, and typically, the ions in the bulk acquire a directed
energyat the sheathedge of orderT,12.

At these low pressures, the mean free path for ionizing elections, with energies of10-15 V, istypically
comparable to the source dimensions. Hence, even if the electric power is deposited in a small volume
within an unmagnetized source, the electron-neutral ionization rate v* isexpected to be relatively uniform,
since the ionization occurs on the distance scale of this mean free path. In magnetized plasmas, on the
other hand, the ionization rate may behighly non-uniform as the magnetized electrons have trouble cross
ing field lines, so ionization along a magnetic flux tube might be uniform but significant radial non-
uniformities may persist In addition, the propagation and absorption ofthe exciting electromagnetic fields
depend on the charge density distribution. The coupling isnon-linear and can give rise to sudden mode
changes and instabilities. In some instances, the density profile can steer power into regions ofhigher or
lower density and make the plasma more orless uniform, respectively (91, Sec. m.Q.

Although the electron energy distribution function (eedf) need not be Maxwellian, recent Thomson
scattering results indicate that this can be a good approximation (92) and at least insightful estimates of
source operation can be obtained by approximating the eedf to be aMaxwellian, with T€ and the various
electron collisional rates assumed to be uniformwithinthe bulk plasma.

In high density sources, electron-neutral collisional processes are critical not only for particle produc
tion (ionization, dissociation) but also for other collisional energy losses (excitation, elastic scattering).
Ion-neutral collisions (charge transfer, elastic scattering) are also important indetermining plasma transport
and ion energy distribution functions (iedf) at the wafer surface. The myriad of collisional processes that
can occur in heavy molecular feedstock gas mixtures can obscure the fundamental principles ofhigh den
sity sources. Anoble gas, such as argon, is often used as areference for describing source operation. The
relevant (second order) rate constants Kb, Km> and Ktt for electron-neutral ionization, excitation, and elas
tic scattering in argon are given in Fig. 4as afunction ofTt. The corresponding rates v(s" )are defined by,. ine corresponding ratesv vf"

v = KN

where K(m3/s) isthe rate constant and N(m-3) is the neutral Ar concentration.
In argon, the cross section for resonant charge transfer of Ar+ on Ar somewhat exceeds that for elastic

scattering. The combined ionic momentum transfer cross section a,- for these two processes is large
(a, = 10"18 m2) and relatively constant for the ion energies of interest. The corresponding ion-neutral
mean free path is
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For the sake ofcomparing the efficiency ofone source with another, itisuseful to define the collisional
energy Ze lost per electron-ion pair created in the system. For single-step, electron-impact ionization,

KuEe = **£* +*«£« + tfw(2m/Af)(37V2), (2.1)

where £*,£« and Ew = (3mtM)T< are the energies lost by an electron as aresult of ionization, excita
tion and elastic collisions, respectively. While the last term may appear negligible for large electron tem
peratures, itisimportant for T€ < 2V, where itisdominant The energy £c islost when the electron-ion
pair issubsequently lost In amonatomic gas such as Ar, the dominant loss mechanism at low pressure is
simply flow to the walls and this loss rate in steady-state must be balanced bythe rate of formation, which
accounts for the factor Ku on the left hand side of (2.1). Note that for simplicity wehave lumped all exci
tation channels intooneeffective levelcharacterized by energy £«.. While this is crude, again it offers a
simple, rapid means for comparing one source toanother. In general, a detailed energy balance including
many excited states and mult-step ionization pathways must beconsidered if quantitative comparisons are
to be made. The quantity £c, which within the framework of the assumptions above, is a function of Tt
alone, is shown for Ar inFig. 5. For theexcitation process, acomposite cross section is used from Eggarter
(93), with an excitation energy of 11.97 V. For ionization, thecross section from Peterson and Allen (94) is
used. The elastic cross section is from the datain Hayashi(95).

Inaddition to collisional energy losses, electrons and ions carry kinetic energy to thewalls (Sec. VIE).
For Maxwellian electrons, the mean kinetic energy lost perelectron lost is E« = 21,. The mean kinetic
energy lost per ion lost is £,-, which is mainly due to the dc potential across the sheath (Sec. IIA.2 and
Vm). Summingthe three contributions yieldsthe total energy tostperion lost from the system:

£L = £c + 2T, + £, . (2.2)

The principle of highdensity source operation, such as for the cylindrical plasma shown in Fig. 6, can
be understood from the overallsource powerbalance, written in termsof EL as

Pabt = entuBAtffZL , (23)

where Pat, is thepower absorbed by theplasma, n, is theiondensity at the plasma-sheath edge,andAtff is
the effective area for particle loss. The Bohm (ion loss) velocity uB is relatively constant for a given ion
massandforthe typical limited range of T/s. Hence n, can be increased by reducing £L, reducing A€fft or
increasing ?„*,. All three strategies are used. First, tL is lowered by reducing sheath voltages from, for
example, £f = 360V (for RFdiodes) to = 40V (for high density sources). For Ar, with£c + 2T€ = 40
V, this results in a five-fold increase in nt. Second, thelossarea fora cylindrical unmagnetized source hav
ing radius Rand length L can beeffectively reduced from 2nR2 +2nRL to 2nR2 if a strong axial mag
netic field is applied to inhibit radial particle loss. This reduction in Atffcan be important for certain ECR
sources. Third, P^ can be increased from, say, 500W for a typical RFdiode to 2 kW or more for a high
densitysource, withoutsubstantially increasing theionbombarding energy.

The relation between the density n, at the sheath edge and the density n0 at the plasmacenter is com
plex, because the ambipolar transport of ions and electrons spans the regime Xt - /?, L,depending onthe
pressure and the values for R and L. Assuming uniform ionization atvery low pressures orsmall reactors,
Xf » /?, I, the ion transport is collisionless and well described by an ion free-fall profile (96) within the
bulk plasma. This profile is relatively flat near the plasma center and dips near the sheath edge, with
ns/n0 = 0.50 for R » L (planar geometry) and nsfn0 = 0.40 for L » R (infinite cylinder geometry).
At higher pressures or larger reactors such that Xt « /?, L, transport is diffusive and ambipolar. How
ever,the usual diffusion solution for a constant diffusion coefficient (97), consisting of a J0 Bessel function
variation along r and acosine variation along 2, does notdescribe theprofile well, because atthese low (but
diffusive) pressures, the magnitude of the ion transport velocity u,- much exceeds the ion thermal velocity
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uTi over most of the bulk plasma. In this regime, the ion transport ismobility limited,
u, = H.E , (2.4)

with E the ambipolarelectric fieldand

„ *J^L. (2.5)

the mobility (98). For electrons innear thermal equilibrium,

E = - r.Vn/n , <2-6>

which leads to the usual Boltzmann equilibrium relating the spatially varying plasma potential O to the
density,

~*/r. (2 7)n = no c . v6*''

Along with particle conservation and the assumption ofuniform ionization, (2.4) and (2.7) lead to anon
linear transport equation in the bulk plasma, which has been solved by Godyak (99) in one dimensional
planar geometry (R » L) and by Godyak and Maximov (100) for infinite cylinder geometry (L » R).
The profiles arc relatively flat in the center but fell steeply at the sheath edge. The profile has not been
determined for afinite cylinder or for the intermediate mean free path regime Xt ~R, I. However, joining
thecollisionless and collisional results leads tothefollowing rough estimates:

-1/2

3+W

at the axial sheath edge and

jjts- = 0.86

hR b — = 0.80
n0

1-1/2

R

4+I7

(2.8)

(2.9)

near the radial sheath edge.

ILA Unified Analysisof Source Operation

Let us consider asimple high density source model to estimate important plasma pa
way these vary with power, pressure, and source geometry, the electron temperature T„ the ion bombard
ing energy £it the plasma density n0. and the ion current density /,. Referring to Fig. 6, we assume auni
form (in the bulk) cyfindrical source plasma with Maxwellian electrons absorbing an electrical power P^
andionization by single-step electron impact

IIA I Electron Temperature We first determine Tt. Let ion-electron pairs be created in the bulk plasma
volume by electron-neutral ionization and lost by flow to the walls. Equating the total volume ionization to
the surface particleloss,

KilNn0nR2L =n0uB(2nR2hL +2nRLhR) , (2.10)

we solve to obtain

^ti(^«) __ 1 (211)
uB(Te) " Nd.ff '



where

*<r-
1 RL

2 RhL + LhR
(2.12)

isan effective plasma size, and the Tt dependence ofK* and uB isexplicitly shown. Given Nand d,g% we
can solve (2.11) for T€1 obtaining, for argon with Ka shown inFig. 4, the result for Tt shown inFig. 7. We
see that Tt varies over a narrow range between 2 and 5 volts for typical source pressures and sizes. We
also note that the density n0 cancels out in (2.10) as a result of our single-step ionization assumption.
Hence, in this limit, Tt is determined by particle conservation, i.e. the ratio of the ion creation to the ion
lossrate, independent of density, andtherefore inputpower.

IIA2 Ion Bombarding Energy We next discuss £,, which is the sum of the ion energy entering the sheath
and the energy gained by the ion as it traverses the sheath. The ion velocity entering the sheath is uBt
corresponding toadirected energy ofTt12. The sheath voltage V, (see Fig. 8)can beestimated from parti
cle conservation in the sheath. The wall sheath thickness s rarely exceeds a few Debyelengths XDet where
XDt = 7430 {TJnM)m m,with T, involts and n, inm"3: Since the sheath is typically much less than a
millimeter thick and is much less than a mean free path for ionization in typical high density sources, the
fluxes ofboth ions and electrons are conserved. The ion and electron fluxes at the wall are

T4 = ntuB (2.13)

and

V.IT,^ l i (2.14)

where

«« =
%eT.

nm

1/2

(2.15)

is the mean electron speed. The Boltzmann factor in (2.14) accounts for the reduction in the electron den
sity at the walldue to the repulsive potential within thesheath. For aninsulating wall,the ionandelectron
fluxes must balance in the steady state. Equating(2.13) to (2.14) yields

M

2nm
(2.16)

or V, ~ 4.7 Tt forargon. Accounting for the initial ionenergy, we obtain £ j = 5.2 Tt. At a conducting
wall, the fluxes need not balance, although the integrated fluxes (particle currents) must balance. However,
if the fluxes are not too dissimilar, than (2.16) remains a good estimate due to the logarithmic dependence
ofV, on the ratio of fluxes.

The ion energy£, cansignificantly exceedV, due to several reasons. In some highdensity sources, the
plasma flows from the source chamber intoa larger diameter process chamber (see Fig. 3). As the plasma
expands into theprocess chamber, theplasma density drops from no to, say, np. This leads toanadditional
distributed sheath potential Vddetermined by theBoltzmann relation (2.7),

Vd = T€ In — , (2.17)

which accelerates ions within the process chamber (see Sec. VIII.D). Ions gain the full potential Vd for
sufficiently low pressures, A,, » Ldt where Ld is thecharacteristic length over which Vd occurs, and can
gain a fraction (~XilLd) Vd of this potential for X, < Ld. As we shall see in Sec. VIII.D, Ld can be small
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compared to X,- andcharacteristic reactor dimensions.

Additional ion bombarding energy can be gained near dielectric windows adjacent to the RF powered
conductors that drive the source, or near separately driven RF electrodes embedded in the plasma, such as
thewafer holder (Sec VHI.E). Inboth cases, themechanism is capacitive coupling of theRFpower source
to the plasma. Careful design of the coupling structure could be used to minimize or eliminate capacitive
coupling from the rfpowered conductors across the dielectric window to the plasma, but the design princi
ples are not entirely clear and some enhanced ion bombardment energies can exist in rfdriven helicons, hel
ical resonators, and inductively driven sources due to this mechanism. On the other hand, the desired ion
bombarding energy at an RF powered wafer holder can be strongly enhanced over that obtained from
(2.16). Letting V^ be the plasma to wafer holder rf voltage amplitude and V^ be the plasma to wafer
holder dc voltage, then we find that £, =5.2 T, in the low voltage limit V^ « V„ and that
£i =Vpw =0.8 Vp* in the high voltage limit V^ » V, (71). An estimate for E, over the entire range of
driving rfvoltages is given by Godyak and Sternberg (73). Tne additional ion energy flux en,uBZt strik
ing the wafer holder is supplied by the RF power source driving the holder in the high voltage limit.

The thickness of the sheath inthe high voltage limit follows that ofamodified ion Child law:
1/2 =z 3/2

LZL— (2.18)
s2 '

ensuB ~ 0.8 Co
2c

M

Ifn^andVp* =0.8 Vpw are known, then (2.18) determines s. For typical RF driven wafer holders, sis
a few millimeters (101). This isstill small compared toXt and the sheath iscollisionless.

We see from the above discussion that estimating ion energy isnot sosimple as it depends on not only
electron temperature but also source geometry and the application ofbias voltages. This subject is dis
cussed at greater length along with areview ofexperimental measurements in Sec. vm.
IIA3 Plasma Density and Ion Current Density Finally, we estimate the plasma density n0. Accounting
for possibly different values ofn, at the axial and radial sheath edges (Eqs. 2.8 and 2.9), we solve (2.3) to
obtain

n0 = 2?afcr . CI*)
euBAtJftL

where

Atff e AnR(RhL + LhR) . (2.20)

For a specified /»«*, and Tt determined from Fig. 7, we obtain n0 from (2.19). Note that within the
assumption of single-step ionization, n0 is determined by the total power balance mme discharge and is a
function ofpressure through the dependence ofhL and hR on pand through the weaker dependence ofTt
on p.

As an example, let R=0.15 m, L=0.3 m. N=3.3x 1019 nT3 (p =1 mTorr at 298K). and
Pjb =800 W. At 1 mTorr, X, =0.03 m. Tnen from (2.8) and (2.9) hL =hR =0.3, from (2.12)
d€ff =0.17 m, and from Fig. 7, Tt =4.1 V. From Fig. 5, £e =42 V. Using (2.2) with £, ~5.2 T€ =21
V, we find £L =72 V. The Bohm velocity is uB =3.1 x 103 m/s, and Atff =0.25 m . Then (2.19)
yields n0 =1.8 x 1017 nT3, corresponding to aflux at the axial boundary T^ =1.7 x 10 /m -s or an
ion current density of7il =2.7 mA/cm2.

If astrong dc magnetic field is applied along the cylinder axis, then particle loss to the circumferential
wall isinhibited. In the Umit ofno radial loss, deff =L/(2nL) =0.5 min (2.11), and we obtain Te =3.3
V Ec =46 V, £, =17 V, £L =70 V, uB =2.8 x 103 m/s, A€ff =4nR2hL =0.085 m ,
no =5.8 x 1017 nT3, and J-*, ~7.8 mA/cm2. There is asignificant increase in charge density and ion
flux due to the magnetic field.
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n.B Discharge Heating

The preceding discussion provides a unified framework for qualitatively understanding rf- and
microwave-driven high density sources, at least in argon gas. However, issues such as energy transfer from
power source to plasma electrons, coupling across dielectric windows, and ion flux uniformity depend on
specific source concepts, geometries, and magnetic configurations. Possible electron heating mechanisms
include:

(a) Secondaryelectronemission heating

(b) Stochastic (collisionless) heating

(c) Ohmic (collisional) heating

(d) Resonant wave-particleinteraction heating

Achieving adequate electron heating is a central issue because, although the heated electrons provide the
ionization required to sustain thedischarge, they tend to short outtheapplied heating fields within thebulk
plasma. Hence electron heating in high density sources occurs either near the plasma-sheath edge, as in
(aHc) above, orby generation near thesheath edge of plasma waves that are subsequently absorbed within
the bulk, as in (d).

Secondary emission heating is not believed to play a central rolein tow pressure high density sources
becauseion bombarding energies arerelatively low, andhencethe secondary emission is low. A possible
exception is at a capacitively driven wafer holder for highly directional etch applications, such as metals,
where the sheath voltages are driven to the range 50-150 V. However, the mean free path for a 100 volt
electron in a 1 mTorrargon discharge is about 1.5 meters. Hence, theseelectrons pass only once through
the system before being lost, unless the geometry and magnetic configuration are specifically designed to
retain them, as in DC- and RF-driven planar magnetron discharges commonly used for sputtering thin
films. These discharges arebeyond the scopeof this review,andthe reader is referred to the relevantlitera
ture (102-105).

Stochasticelectronheatinghasbeen found to be a powerfulmechanism in low pressure rf diodes. Here
electronsimpinging on the oscillating sheath edge suffer a changeof velocity upon reflection back into the
bulk plasma. As the sheath moves into the bulk, the reflected electrons gainenergy; as the sheathmoves
away, the electronslose energy. However,averaging over an oscillation period,there is a net energy gain.
The mechanism is analogous to the energy gainedby a ball when hit by a tennis racket and the term sto
chastic is used to denote the probabilistic natureof the electroncollision with the sheath. In a low pressure,
high density source, this mechanism acts at capacitively coupled rf powered surfaces such as the wafer
holder. For high bias voltages, V^ » V„ an estimate of theelectron heating energy flux is (72,106)

S, =0.48 ^ u)2e0tt,V^ (2.21)
2e

which, when summed along with the ion energy flux S^ = enauBZh gives the bulk (neglecting ohmic
heating) of the energy flux (power density) supplied by the rf wafer-bias source. Stochastic heating is
important for understanding the dynamicsof rf diodes, triodes and MERIE's; there is also some evidence
(107) that a similar non-collisional stochastic heating mechanism acts in low pressure high density induc
tively driven sources. This issue is considered-further in a subsequent section(Sec. V.B).

Ohmic heatingdue to the in-phase components of the rf current density and rf electric field is an impor
tantmechanism forrf diodes,especiallyat high pressures. The time averaged ohmic energy flux is

5^ =14 Re (/•£*), (2.22)

where J and £ are the complex amplitudes of the rf current density and electric field in the bulk plasma,
respectively, Re denotes the real part, and * denotes complex conjugate. Ohmicheating is alsoan impor
tant energy deposition mechanism in inductive sources, where it occurs in a thin skin near the plasma-
sheath edge, as will be seen (Sec. V.B).
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While the preceding three mechanisms are central to understanding electron heating in rf diodes, the
role of wave-particle interactions inelectron heating inhigh density sources isunique. As willbe shown, a
number of source concepts, particularly ECR's and helicons, rely on this as the primary heating mechan
ism.

m. ELECTRON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE (ECR) DISCHARGES

Microwave generation of plasma has been employed since the invention of high power microwave
sources in World War n. At low plasma densities, the high electric fields obtainable in a resonant
microwave cavity can break down alow pressure gas and sustain adischarge. For good field penetration in
the absence ofamagnetic field, co,* £ CD, which sets acritical density limit ne £ co2e0m/e2, or, in practi
cal units, ne (nT3) £ 0.012/2, with/in Hz. More restrictively, for the high fields required the cavity Q
must behigh, further limiting therange of operation (108).

Tne introduction ofasteady magnetic field B, in which there is aresonance between the applied fre
quency o and the electron cyclotron frequency cott =eBIm somewhere within the discharge, allows
operation at high density and without acavity resonance. Because ofthe cyclotron resonance, the gyrating
electrons rotate in phase with the right hand polarized (RHP) wave, seeing asteady electric field over many
gyro-orbits. Thus the high field of the cavity resonance, acting over ashort time, is replaced by amuch
lower field, but acting over amuch longer time. The net result is to produce sufficient energy gain ofthe
electrons to allow ionization of the background gas. Furwermore, the injection of the microwaves along
the magnetic field, with co*. >co at the entry into the discharge region, allows wave propagation to the
absorption zone cOe, = co, even in adense plasma with ©p. > co or no > ne (109).

These discharges have low ion bombarding energy, low pressure, and high fractional ionization, com
pared to conventional rfdiodes. Consequently, ECR discharges are seeing increasing usage in the semicon
ductor industry for etching and deposition processes. For example, Hitachi ECR tools have been used in
integrated circuit production since 1985 for 6 inch polysilicon etch processes and since 1988 for 8 inch
metal etch processes, with over 500 machines in worldwide use as ofthe summer of1992 (110).

IllA Source Configurations

Figure 9a shows atypical high profile, i.e. L> R, ECR system, with the microwave power injected
along the magnetic field lines. The power P^ at frequency/=co/2n is coupled through avacuum end-
window into acylindrical metal source chamber, which is often lined with adielectric to minimize metal
contamination resulting from wall sputtering (Sec. DC3.87.101.111-113). One or several magnetic field
coils are used to generate anonuniform, axial magnetic field B(z) within the chamber. The magnetic field
strength is chosen to achieve the ECR condition, co^**,) =co, where z„, is the axial resonance position.
When alow pressure gas is introduced, the gas breaks down and adischarge forms inside the chamber. The
plasma streams or diffuses along the expanding magnetic field lines into aprocess chamber toward awafer
holder. Energetic ions and free radicals generated within the entire discharge region (source and process
chambers, Sec. vm) impinge on the wafer. A magnetic field coil at the wafer holder is often used to
modify the uniformity of the etch ordeposition process.

Typical parameters for ECR discharges used for semiconductor materials processing are shown in the
last column of Table 1. The electron cyclotron frequency /« (MHz) s 2.8 B, with B in gauss. For
fc =/ =2450 MHz, we obtain aresonant magnetic field £„, =875 G. Atypical source diameter is 15
cm.

In some cases, there are multiple resonance positions, as shown in Fig. 9b. A uniform profile is never
used because of the difficulty ofmaintaining exact resonance and the possibility ofoverheating the elec
trons. The monotonically decreasing profile dBldz <0 shown as the solid line in Fig. 9b, with one
resonant zone near the window, is often used. The minor profile shown as the dashed fine mFig. 9b has
one resonant zone near the window and two additional zones under the second magnet. Tnis profile can
yield higher ionization efficiencies, due to enhanced confinement of hot (superthermal) electrons that are
magnetically trapped between the two mirror (high-field) positions. However, the high profile (long length)
of the source chamber leads to enhanced radial diffusion at high pressures and consequendy may reduce
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plasma densities atthewafer holder.

A typical microwave power system is shown in Fig. 10. A DC power supply drives a magnetron
source2 coupled to the discharge by means of a7El0 waveguide transmission system. This consists ofa
circulator, to divert reflected power to awater-cooled, matched load; adirectional coupler, to monitor the
transmitted and reflected power, amulti-screw tuner, to match the source to the load through the dielectric
window, achieving acondition oflow reflected power, and, often, amode converter, to convert the TEl0
linear polarized, rectangular waveguide mode to an appropriate mode in the cylindrical source chamber.
The simplest mode converter (Fig. 11a) is from TEio rectangular to TEn circularmode. At2450MHz,the
minimum source chamber diameter for TEn mode propagation (in vacuum) is7.18 cm(115). However,
the electric field profile and corresponding power flux is peaked on axis and is not azimuthally symmetric
for this mode, leading topossible non-axisymmetric processing profiles on the wafer. Acommon converter
to an axisymmetric mode configuration (Fig. lib) is from TE10 rectangular to TM0i circular mode, having
aminimum diameter for mode propagation of938cm at 2450 MHz. The profile isring-like, with a van
ishing on-axis power flux. The electric field for both modes is linearly polarized, consisting of equal
admixtures of RHP and LHP waves. The basic power absorption mechanism is the absorption of the RHP
wave on a"magnetic beach", where the wave propagates from higher to lower magnetic field to the reso
nance coM(B) = co. The fate of the LHP wave isunclear but it is probably slowly, and inefficiently, con
verted toaRHP wave as the power reflects from surfaces or acritical density layer inthe source. A more
efficient scheme is to use a microwave polarizer and convert from TEio rectangular to a TEn circular
mode structure that rotates in the right hand sense at frequency co (116). This yields a time-averaged
azimuthally symmetric power profile peaked on axis and having an on-axis electric field that isright hand
polarized. Hence, most of the power can bedelivered tothe plasma inthe form ofthe RHP wave alone.

ECR process tools come ina variety of "flavors". A basic distinction is in coupling the microwave
power to the resonance zone. The three categories are (1) traveling wave propagation mainly along B0
(wavevector k || B0), (2) propagation mainly across B0 (k J_ B0), and (3) standing wave excitation
(mainly cavity coupled). While these distinctions are useful, most ECR sources rely on the "magnetic
beach" absorption of the RHP wave. Additionally, the sources are not neatly broken into these categories;
e.g., wave propagation isatan angle toB0, and absorption can involve standing waves (117).

Various ECR configurations are shown in Fig. 12. A high profile (far from the wafer) source with
microwave injection along B0 is shown in Fig. 12a. The resonance (heating) zone can bering- or disk-
shaped (the latter isshown) and may be as much as 50 cm from the wafer. Expansion of the plasma from
the resonance zone to the wafer reduces the ion flux and increases the ion impact energy at the wafer.
Hence high profile sources have given way tolow profile (close to the wafer) sources shown inFig. 12b,
where the resonance zone may beonly 10 - 20cm from the wafer. Uniformity is controlled atleast in part
byshaping the axial magnetic field. Uniformity can be further improved and density increased byadding
6-12 linear multidipole permanent magnets around the circumference of the process chamber (118), as
shown inFig. 12c. Asavariation, astrong (rare earth) permanent magnet can also replace the source coil
(119). Another approach toachieving adequate uniformity and density is tocombine the source and pro
cess chambers and place the resonance zone close tothe wafer, leading to the close-coupled configuration
shown in Fig. 12d (31). Uniformity requirements can bemet by using a relatively flat, radially uniform
resonance zone (120).

The multidipole, distributed ECR system shown in Fig. 12e ispowered bymicrowave injection perpen
dicular to the strong, permanent magnet, multidipole magnetic fields. Typically, four ormore microwave
applicators are arranged around die circumference to achieve adequate uniformity (121). Each applicator
creates an approximately linear resonance zone near the process chamber wall as shown.

Samukawa (114) has recently shown that power fluctuations with magnetron sources can result in unstable operation and
broadening ofthe ion energy distribution functions. Operation with aklystron microwave source helped toavoid these problems.
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A microwave cavity source is shownin Fig. 12f. The coaxial feed is tunedusinga sliding shorton top
and a stub tuner from the side (3,5). In earlier, lowerdensity versions, a gridwas used below the plasma
generation region providing microwave containment while allowing the plasma to diffuse out The linear
resonance zones, similar to those in the DECR (Fig. 12e),aregenerated by a set of 8-12 strongpermanent
magnets arranged around thecircumference of thesource chamber asshown (122).

mj) Electron Heating

The basic principle of ECR heating is illustrated in Fig. 13. A linearly polarized microwave field
launched into thesource chamber can bedecomposed into the sum of two counter-rotating circularly polar
ized waves. Assuming asinusoidal steady state with the incident wave polarized along x,

E(r,r) = Re[xE,(r)e*w] , (3.1)

we have

*E, = (x - #)£*, + (x +mEnp , (3.2)

where x and y are unit vectors along x and yand where E^ and E^ are the amplitudes of the RHP and
LHP waves, with E^ =E^ =EJ2. The electric field vector of the RHP wave rotates in the right hand
direction (counter-clockwise around B0) at frequency co while an electron inauniform magnetic field B0
also gyrates counter-clockwise at frequency cow. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 13a, for coM - co, the
force -eE accelerates the electron along its circular orbit, resulting inacontinuous transverse energy gain.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 13b, the LHP wave field produces an oscUlating force whose time average is
zero, resultingin no energy gain.

Todetermine the overall heating power, the nonuniformity in the magnetic field profile B(z) must be
considered. For co„ *• co, an electron does not continuously gain energy, but rather its energy oscillates at
the difference frequency cow - co. Asan electron moving along z passes through resonance, its energy
oscillates as shown inFig. 13c, leading to an average transverse energy WECR gained in one pass. For low
power absorption, where the electric field at die resonance zone is known, the heating can be estimated as
follows. We expandthe magnetic field near resonance as

co^z') = co(l + az') . (3.3)

where z' = z - zw is the distance from exact resonance, a =9coCf /3z' is proportional to the gradient in
B(z) near the resonant zone, and we approximate z'(f) =uwf,where u^ is the parallel speed at reso
nance. The energy gain can be written in the form WECR =(1/2) ro(A«)2, where from Newton's second
law Au = (e^Etn, and t„, isthe effective time in resonance. To estimate rw we note that an electron
passing through the zone coherently gains energy for atime trtJ such that

Ico - coM(«wOl'«. =2n . (3.4)

Inserting (3.3) into (3.4), using the definition for z' and solving for /w, we obtain
tnt = |2jc/coattwl1/2 . (3.5)

The effective resonance width (see Fig. 13c) is

Azw = uw<w , (3-6)

which, for typical ECR parameters, is =0.5 cm. Tne energy gain per pass isthus
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Wec" ~ mcolauj ' ^

The absorbed power per unit area, orenergy flux, isfound by integrating (3.7) over the flux ofelectrons
incident on the zone, yielding

A more careful derivation of this result, including the effect of non-constant uw during passage through
resonance, is given by Jaeger etal. (123). We see that SECR is proportional to the density, the scale length
a"1 ofthe magnetic field variation, and the square ofthe RHP electric field amplitude atthe resonance, and
is independent of theaxialelectron velocity.

m.C Resonant Wave Absorption

A serious limitation on the result (3.8) is that it assumes the electric field within the resonance zone is
constant and known from the input power. That this cannot be true in the case ofstrong absorption isclear,
since the absorbed power cannot exceed the incident power. The resolution of this difficulty lies in the
attenuation of the wave in the resonance zone, so that the resonant value ofE^p is in fact much smaller
thanthevalueof the incidentE^.

The propagation and absorption ofmicrowave power in ECR sources is an active area ofresearch and is
not fully understood. For excitation atan end window (Figs. 12a-d), the waves in acylindrical magnetized
plasma are neither exacdy RHP nor propagating exacdy along B0. The waves are not simple plane waves
and the mode structure ina magnetized plasma offinite dimension must beconsidered. Nevertheless, the
essence of the wave coupling, transformation and absorption at the resonance zone can beunderstood by
considering the one dimensional problem ofan RHP plane wave propagating strictiy along B0. For right
hand polarization,

E* = Re [(x - JS)£^« **'] . <3'9>

where E^ is the spatially varying electric field amplitude. The wave equation for plane waves propagating
along B0parallel tozcanbe written (124,125)

iiat +$*#+ =0. (3.10)
az1 ^

where farfrom resonance such thatco - coM » ve, theelectron-neutral collision frequency,

©(CO-CO^z))

is therelative dielectric constant, and k0 = co/c, with c the velocity of light Kr varies with z due to the
dependence of coj, on the density n(z) and of co„ on the magnetic field B(z). Ifthe variation of Kr with z
isweak, then aWentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) wave expansion can bemade (126),

<

Erhp =Eh^z) exp [-;J kr(zf) dz'\ , (3.12)

where

MO = *0k;,2(z) (3.13)
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is the spatially varying propagation constant, with X, = 2ntkr the localwavelength. The WKB wave pro
pagates without reflection or absorption for Kr > 0, since kr is real, and the wave is evanescent for
Kr < 0, since kr is imaginary.

To illustrate the propagation andabsorption of a wave traveling intoa decreasing magnetic field from a
region where coec > co, welet coj, = const and coM vary linearly with zas given in(3.3). Then Krisplot
ted versus coM(z)/co in Fig. 14a for low density (co,* < co) and in Fig. 14b for high density (co^ > co).
The wave travels from right (upstream of the resonance, coM > co) to left (coM < co) on this figure. The
wave is evanescent downstream of the resonance in the region

coL co~1- -^ <— <1. (3.14)
CO2 CO

and is propagating otherwise. For co,* « co, the region of evanescence is thin (in z), and the wave can
tunnel through this region to propagate again further downstream. As co^ increases toward co, less power
can tunnel through. Forco^ > co, the wave isalways evanescent downstream of theresonance.

For WKB wave propagation, the timeaveraged power perunitarea carried by the wave is

Sr =KZ51 K^E^o , (3.15)

where Z0 = (iV^o)1'2 = 377 ohms is the impedance of free space. The WKB solution is valid only
when the wavelength variation is small:

\dXrlaz\ « 2n . (3.16)

which is clearly invalid near resonance where \dXr/dz\ -> «>, and some or all of the wave power is
absorbed there, depending on whether or not significant tunneling occurs.

For constant density and linear magnetic field variation, Budden (125) solved (3.10) to determine the
transmitted, reflected, and absorbed power for a wave incidenton the resonance zone from the high field
side, obtaining

P&lPi* = 1 - e""11 , (3.17)

Ptnuv'Puu: = e"*» , (3.18)

Pr.fl!Pi*c = 0 . (3.19)

where

coL
il = —P-i . (3.20)

(oc Ia I

Hence the wave power is eitherabsorbed at the resonance or tunnels through to the other side, with no
power reflected. Taking atypical case for which a = 0.1 cm'1 and k0 = 0.5 cm"1, we find that T) > 1
corresponds to co2*/©2 > 0.2. Thus at2450 MHz weexpect most of theincident power willbe absorbed
for a density n0 > 1.5x 1010 cm"3. Since from (2.19) and (2.20) the bulkdensity scales as n0 - Pats at
low pressures and as n0 ~ pV2Pab* at ni8n pressures, we obtain the region of good power absorption
sketched in Fig. 15 (112). For parameters well within this region, the incident microwave power is
efficiently absorbed over the entire cross section of the resonance zone. For operation outside this region,
considerable microwave power can impinge on die wafer.
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The minimumPiK for an ECR discharge to be sustained cansimilarly be found. Expanding (3.17) in
the limitof n0 -» 0 yields /»«* = ^/'«c. Substituting this into (2.19), we obtain theminimum value of
Pte to sustain the discharge. At a given pressure, this minimum is found to be a factor of two below the
T) = 1 condition for good power absorption, as illustrated in Fig. 15. We should also note that the
discharge cannot be sustained if the pressure drops below some minimum value Pa*,, because the particle
balance equation (2.11) hasno solution for Tt. This limit is also illustrated in Fig. 15.

The size,shape, and location of theresonant zoneis setby themagnet coilconfiguration andthemag
netcurrents. Thezone shape and location can also bemodified by theDoppler effect for electrons incident
on thezone. The actual resonance position is determined by theDoppler-shifted frequency (91)

co + krum = co„(zm) .

At high densities, from (3.13), kr can belarge near the zone, leading toa large Doppler shift. For example,
for*r = 6.3 cm"1 (3tr = lcm), atypical value at the edge ofthe resonance zone, and ««, = 108cm/s(3
voltelectron), we obtain &ruw/co = 0.094. Hence theresonant magnetic field is 910gauss for this elec
tron and not 875 gauss. For a = 0.1 cm-1,this leads toashift inthe zone location of 0.4 cm. By using a
coaxial electrostatic probe to sample themicrowave field in an ECR and beating that signal against arefer
ence signal from the incident microwaves (Fig. 16), Stevens et al. (91) have recently measured the
microwave field amplitude asa function of position inan ECR source and verified that the resonant zone is
Dopplershifted, in theircase to - 975 G, as shown in Fig. 17.

Axial andradial densityandmagnetic field variations canlead to wave refraction effects thatalter the
power flux profile as the wave propagates to theresonance zone. A density profile that is peaked on axis
leads to a dielectric constant Kr that is peaked on axis. This in turn can lead to a self-focusing effect that
can increase the sharpness of the microwave power profile as the wave propagates to the zone,adversely
affecting uniformity. The mechanism is analogous to dieuseof a graded dielectric constant optical fiber to
guide anoptical wave. However, the ECRrefraction problem is muchmorecomplicated because the den
sity profile is notknown a priori and themagnetized plasma medium cannot be represented asanisotropic
dielectric. A simplified picture of therefraction isobtained in thegeometrical optics limitby examining the
trajectories of optical rays as they propagate. Theray dynamics are derivable from thedispersion equation
and have a Hamiltonian form (127,128), with (£,, z) and(&j., r) canonically conjugatevariable pairs. For
high densities and magnetic fields (cop,, coM » co) and propagation atan angle to the magnetic field, the
dispersion equation reduces to thatof whistler waves(Ref. 126, p. 55):

*M*o = coj./coco* , (3.21)

where *=(*± + *5)1/2 is thewavevector magnitude and k± and &s are the radial and axial components.
Choosing co^/co^ to have radial variation only, independent of z, Hamilton's equations show that kx is
conserved along the path ofaray (129). If co2* /coM isadecreasing function of r, then (3.22) shows that k±
decreases with increasing r, implying that the ray bends toward the axis,a focusing action. On the other
hand, for some parameter choices, e.g., tOp, ~ co ~ cow, a refraction of the wave away from the axis has
been found by numerical integration of theray equations, leading, for this particular case, to an increased
uniformity of the power flux profile (91).

For some source concepts (e.g., DECR in Fig. 12e), the microwave power is injected perpendicular to
the magnetic field, and not parallel to the field/ Inthiscase, the feed structure excites the so-called extraor
dinary (X) wave, which in the WKB limit has a resonance at the upper hybrid frequency
©a = (coj, + co2*)172, where the wave power is absorbed (128,109). Since co* depends on both Op* and
coec, we seethat the shape and location of the resonance zone depends on the density aswell as the mag
netic configuration. Furthermore, the X-wave is evanescent for frequencies such that co* < co < co*,
where

co* = •/, [co„ + (co2, +4<)1/2] .

For a fixed driving frequency co > coe«, there can be an evanescent layer that the X-wave must tunnel
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through on itsjourney from the feed structure to the zone. For cOp, » co the tunneling isnegligible and
the wave cannot propagate to the zone. This can limit the density obtainable in these sources to order
2 x 1012 cm"3 at 2450 MHz, although the limitation is not severe for typical processing applications.
Microwave cavity sources (Fig. 12f) can suffer from similar limitations. On the other hand, densities as
high as3 x 1013 cm"3 have been generated using RHP wave injection along B0(130).

Although there are a number of commercially available ECR sources of considerable sophistication,
they are generally not well characterized or understood. While the claim issometimes made that ECR tech
nology iscomplicated and expensive, we note that plasma generation isarelatively small part ofthe plasma
processing system used in manufacturing. Other source concepts may provide aless expensive, more reli
able technology for future high density processing applications and we turn tosome ofthese now.

IV. HELICON DISCHARGES

Helicon generation ofplasmas was first employed by Boswell (131), following aten year history ofhel
icon propagation studies, first in solid state and then in gaseous plasmas (132-134). Boswell and his group
at the Australian National University have done the most extensive experimental studies, and Chen
(86,135) has given the most complete theory ofhelicon propagation and absorption. Recent experiments
have shed further light on mode excitation and absorption (84,85,135,136). Etching of silicon in helicon
SF6 discharges was first performed by Boswell and Henry in 1985 (137), and the first helicon reactor
specifically designed for materials processing was operated byPerry and Boswell in 1989 (138).

Helicons are propagating wave modes in a finite diameter, axially magnetized plasma column. The
electric and magnetic fields of the modes have radial, axial, and usually, azimuthal variation, and they pro
pagate inalow frequency, low magnetic field, high density regime characterized by

toL « co « coM , (4.1)

top, » coco*, , (42)

where

v2 ~ «2
+

cof co£ coMcod

defines the lower hybrid frequency coL, with co,*- and coa- the ion plasma frequency and ion gyrofrequency,
respectively. The driving frequency is typically 1-50 MHz, with 13.56 MHz used for processing
discharges. The magnetic fields vary from 50-100 Gfor processing discharges while fields up to 1000G
have been employed for some fundamental plasma studies. Charge densities range from 10 -10 cm" ,
with10n-1012 cm"3 typical for processing.

IV.A Helicon Configurations

Helicons are excited by an RF-driven antenna that couples to the transverse mode structure across an
insulating chamber wall. The mode then propagates along the column, and the mode energy is absorbed by
plasma electrons due to collisional (resistive) or colusionless (Landau) damping. All helicon applications
to materials processing to date have utilized aprocess chamber downstream from the source. Atypical hel
iconsystemis shownin Fig. 3.

The plasma potential in helicon discharges is typically low, oforder 15-20 Volts, as for ECR's (139).
However, the magnetic field is much lower than the 875 Grequired for ECR's, and the helicon power is
supplied by rfrather than microwave sources. The smaller magnetic field, in particular, may provide lower
cost ofownership for the helicon when compared to the ECR source. However, as we will see, the resonant
coupling ofthe helicon mode to the antenna can lead to non-smooth variation ofdensity with source param
eters, known as "mode jumps", restricting the operating regime for agiven source design.
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Helicons are relatively undeveloped sources for materials processing. Nosources were being used on
production lines in 1992. However, several equipment vendors produce complete source systems for
research and advanced development Since close-coupled geometries have notbeen developed for helicons,
as they have for ECR's (see Fig. 12d), the transport and diffusion of the source plasma into the process
chamber isa significant issue (Sec. Vffl). The process chamber can have multidipole confinement magnets
to increase uniformity orcan have a wafer-level magnet coil (e.g., as inFig. 9) tokeep the source plasma
more tighdy focused, thus increasing the etch rate with some reduction inuniformity (139).

The rfpower system driving the helicon antenna can be ofconventional design (as for RIE reactors). A
500-2000 W, 50ohm, 13.56 MHz supply can beused todrive the antenna through a setofmeters tomeas
ure incident and reflected power, followed by a matching network tominimize the reflected power seen by
the supply. The matching network can be an design with the antenna itselfas the horizontal inductive ele
ment and variable capacitors as the two legs. The antenna can also be driven through a balanced
transformer so that the antenna coil is isolated from ground. This reduces the maximum antenna-plasma
voltage by a factor oftwo, thus also reducing the undesired capacitive current coupled to the plasma by a
factor of two.

IV.B Helicon Modes

Before wecanconsider helicon source design, which is mostly a matter of choosing antenna dimen
sions inaddition to the radius and length of the source and the magnetic field profile, we must understand
the helicon mode structure to which the antenna couples. Helicon modes area superposition of low fre
quency whistler waves propagating at a common (fixed) angle to B0. Hence, although helicons have a
complex transverse mode structure, they have the same dispersion equation aswhistlers, which is repeated
here from Sec. KIC:

*M*o = copVcoco* , (4.3)

where

* = (*! + a2)1'2 (4-4>

is the wavevector magnitude, k± and *, are the radial and axial components, and k0 = co/c. The helicon
modes aremixtures ofelectromagnetic (V •E = 0)and quasistatic (V x E = 0)fields having theform

E, H - exp;(cor - ksz - m9) ,

where here the integer mspecifies the aamuthal mode. For an insulating (or conducting) wall atr = Rand
assuming a uniform plasma density, the boundary condition on the total radial current density amplitude
Jr = 0(or£e = 0) leads to

mkJm(kLR) + k,Jm'(k±R) = 0 , (43)

where the prime denotes a derivative ofthe Bessel function, Jm, with respect to its argument For a given
frequency co, density n0, and magnetic field B0, (4.3H4.5) can be solved to obtain k±, kxt and k.

Helicon sources based on excitation of the m - 0 mode and the m = 1 mode have been developed.
Since the m = 0 mode is axisymmetric and the m = 1 mode has a helical variation, both modes generate
time-averaged, axisymmetric field intensities. The transverse electric field patterns and the way these pro
pagate along zare shown in Fig. 18a for the m= 0 mode and in Fig. 18b for the m= 1mode_(86,135).
Undamped helicon modes have Et = 0, i.e., the quasistatic and electromagnetic components of Et exactly
cancel. The antenna couples to the transverse electric ormagnetic fields toexcite the modes.

Equation (4.5) can be solved for k±R as a function ofktlk. There are an infinite number ofsolutions
corresponding to different radial field variations and in any real system a mixture ofmodes is very likely
excited. For simplicity, let us consider the first radial mode, shown in Fig. 18. For m= 0,we find
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k±R = 3.83 (m = 0)

for any ktlk. For m=1, we solve numerically to obtain the graph shown in Fig. 19, with the limiting
values

k±R = 3.83 (m = 1, kx » *,).

k±R = 2.41 (m = 1,*, » *±).

To design an antenna for efficient power coupling, we must solve (4.3)-(4.5) and determine k± and k,.
For two limiting regimes this can bedone analytically:

(a) Low density with fcj. » kxt
(b) Highdensitywith*, » k±.

Rewriting (43) in more physical terms:
gHonpCO {4£)

**' ~ B0

Let us estimate the condition n=njfor*, =k± for the m= 1mode. We have*, = k± =2.9//?from
Fig. 19, and k=V2 kt. Choosing typical processing source parameters ofR=5cm,/ = 13.56 MHz,
and B0 =200 G, we obtain n0 =5.4 x 1012 cm'3. Hence for this source with n0 « n0. we have
k± » k, and, from (4.4), k=k±. For this case, (4.6) yields the axial wavelength of the helicon mode for
low density operation:

2n = 3.83 *o (4.7)
1 " k, R e\i0n0f '

This regime is of limited interest for materials processing because, setting the antenna length / - X, (see
Sec. IV.Q, requires R«t <L. Hence, the source would be long and thin and uniformity over alarge
areawould be compromised.

For n0 » ni". we have*, » k±2Jtdk^kt. In this high density regime, we find
1/2

>-,=
2nB o

e^o»o/
(4.8)

Tnis regime is of marginal interest because it requires €« /c, a short fat antenna, which leads to
inefficient coupling of power from the antenna to the plasma because, for agiven current only asmall axial
voltage is induced, leading to asmall axial charge separation to drive the helicon mode. The regime of
most interest for materials processing sources is n0 - nl for which ks - *±; hence, we have R- € - L,
yielding alow profile source configuration. This regime is not easy to analyze. For m=1 the solution
must be found numerically. One usually chooses kL somewhat larger than *,; hence we use (4.7) for sim
ple estimates of source operation (84,86). Komori et al. have measured the helicon wave magneuc field
using amagnetic pick-up coil (140,141) and circuit similar to that used by Stevens et al (91) formeasuring
the microwave electric field (Fig. 16). The dependence of Xx on B0ln0 shown in Fig. 20 roughly follows
(4.7).

Recall from Sec. H.A3 that the bulk density n0 is determined by the absorbed power ?<*, and the pres
sure pas specified in (2.19) and (2.20). Once B0,/, and R(for low density) are chosen, then (4.7) or (4.8)
determine Xt. Ideally, the antenna must be designed to excite modes having that particular Xx. At first
sight this seems to limit source operation to one particular density unless B0 or/can be conveniently
varied Fortunately, antennas excite arange ofVs. thus allowing source operation over arange of n0 s.
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TV.C Antenna Coupling

A typical antenna used toexcite the m - 1mode isshown inFig. 21. Other antennas are described by
Chen (135). Looking atthe x-y transverse coordinates shown in the figure, we see that this antenna gen
erates aBx field over an axial antenna length €, which can couple to the transverse magnetic field of the
helicon mode. The antenna also induces a current within theplasma column justbeneath each horizontal
wire, ina direction opposite to the currents shown. This current produces charge of opposite signs atthe
two ends of the antenna, which in turn generates a transverse quasistatic field, Eyt which can couple to the
transverse quasistatic fields ofthe helicon mode (see Fig. 18b). The conditions for which each form ofcou
plingdominates arenot well understood.

To illustrate the wavelength matching condition for helicon excitation, we consider an ideal antenna
field for quasistaticcoupling

E,(z) - Ey0 tf(z +</2) " «(* " */2H • <4'9)

where 8 is theDirac delta function. Thisideal field is sharply peaked near the twoantenna ends, as shown
schematically inFig. 22a. Taking theFourier transform,

Ey(kx) =E,0 J dzEy(z) exp(-y*,z) .

and squaring this toobtain the spatial power spectrum of the antenna, weobtain

E2{kx) =4eJ0 sin2 M , (4.10)

which isplotted inFig. 22b. We see that the antenna couples well to the helicon mode for kx ~ nft, 3jc/€,
etc, corresponding toX, =2€, 2€/3, etc. The coupling ispoor for kx =0,2n/£,4nl€, etc, corresponding
to Xx -> oo, Xx s €, Xx = €/2, etc.

Figure 23 (139) shows the effect ofthe antenna coupling on the density n0 as the power PiK supplied to
the antenna is increased, based on a 36 GHz microwave interferometer measurement of n0. For
Fi« < 350 W, n0 determined from power balance (2.19) is low, leading to kx « nit and, from (4.10),
poor coupling to the helicon mode. The discharge in this regime is probably capacitively driven, with a
relatively high antenna voltage (- 2kV) and plasma potential (> 30 V). The transition to helicon mode
operation with kx =nt€ =0.4 k± for P* =400-750 Wand n0 =1.4 x 1011 cm"3 is clearly seen. A
second transition is seen to kx =3n/€ =k± with n0 =2.7 x 1011 cm-3. Since kx - kL forthe second
transition, theobserved increase in n0lies between the factors of 3 predicted from (4.7) and \3 predicted
from (4.8). Standing helicon wave effects may also play arole inthis transition (139), as described inSec.
IV.D. Figure 24 (142) shows the roughly linear scaling ofn0 with B0 predicted from (4.7) or (4.8), for a
different source than that of Fig. 23. Again wesee the density steps imposed by the antenna coupling con
dition. Depending on the specific experimental configuration, for example the distance between the antenna
and theouter surface of thesource dielectric cylinder, thedensity steps are notalways asevident asshown
in these data (143). They may also be produced bylarge relaxation oscillations as the discharge "hunts"
between helicon and inductive excitation modes (83). The antenna can also be designed to couple
efficiently to awide range ofVs, reducing the importance ofmode jumps in the density range ofinterest

Similar effects can beexpected for m = 0 mode helicons. This mode can beexcited byan antenna con
sisting oftwo circular coils ofradius Rt separated by alength €, carrying oppositely directed currents.

IV.D Helicon Mode Absorption

The helicon mode energy is believed tobe transferred to the plasma electrons as the mode propagates
along the column by collisional or collisionless (Landau) damping. The former mechanism transfers the
energy to the thermal (bulk) electron population, while the latter mechanism can act to preferentially heat a
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non-thermal electron population to energies greatly exceeding the bulk electron temperature. There iscon
siderable evidence (86,135,142) that collisional absorption is too weak toaccount for energy deposition at
low pressures (< 10 mTorr argon), although this mechanism may dominate at higher pressures. Landau
damping is aprocess by which awave transfers energy to electrons having velocities near the phase velo
city Upk =co/*f ofthe wave. Chen (86) has estimated the effective collision frequency Vu> for Landau
damping of the helicon mode as

vw =2V^coC3 exp (-C2) , C» 1 , (4.H)

vLD(max) = 1.45 co , (4.12)

where C= co/(Mt«). with uTt = {2eT.lm)m the electron thermal velocity. From (4.7) or (4.8) we see
that for C» 1. Vld increases with increasing electron density at constant magnetic field. However, in
typical helicon sources where £may be less than or or order unity, Vu> can decrease with increasing n. The
totaleffective collision frequency canbe writtenas

vT = vcT + Vld .

where vcT is the sum of the electron-neutral and electron-ion collision rates. The axial decay lengdi ajl for
helicon mode damping is

a;1 =̂ - (4.13)

for low density (k± » kx) and

Mr
a7i s ^£L (4.14)

--1for high density (kx » k±). For efficient power transfer to the plasma electrons, we require that c£ £ L,
where L is the helicon chamber source length. However, if thiscondition is not satisfied, then power may
still be efficiendy absorbed bymeans ofhelicon standing waves along the source (length L), or source and
process chambers (total length Lr), leading to additional resonant absorption effects when Xx - 2L at
XX~2LT (139,142,144).

By choosing the antenna length t such that *, « nl€, itis possible to heat electrons, by Landau damp
ing, whose energies are near that corresponding to the wave phase velocity

eZ = V4m(co/*f)2. (4.14)

IfEischosen near the peak ofthe ionization cross section (- 50 volts in argon), then die collisional energy
Ze lost per electron-ion pair created can be reduced to atow value, oforder the ionization energy Zh. It
follows from (2.19) that this can lead to a significant increase in density for die same absorbed power.
However, the effective collision frequency Vu) falls precipitously for co/*f » uT„ leading to alow spa
tial decay rate and requiring L » R, oflimited interest for materials processing sources having L - R.
Also, there is some experimental evidence (145) that ifthe antenna is designed to excite superthermal elec
trons (C » 1), then kx adjust itself as the wave propagates away from the antenna so as to excite thermal
electrons (£ = 1) downstream ofthe antenna. Hence, itmay notbe easy to achieve excitation ofsuperther
mal electrons. Evidence ofLandau damping has been reported byKomori etaL (84) and Lowenhardt etal.
(85), but other absorption mechanisms, such as nonlinear excitation ofplasma instabilities, may also play a
role in helicon mode energy transfer (142).

In principle, the radial power deposition is different for the m=0 and m=1modes. The m=0
mode deposits its energy preferentially on the axis, while the m= 1mode has amaximum power deposi
tion at r = 0.48 J? (86,135,146).
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As an example of helicon design, let R=5 cm, L= 20 cm, N= 3.3 x 1013 cm"3 (1 mTorr),
co = 85 x 106 s"1 (13.6 MHz), and P^ = 300 watts. At 1mTorr, Xf = 3cm. Then from (2.8) and (2.9)
hL = hRn 0.33, and from (2.12), deff =6.1 cm. For argon we then obtain from Fig. 7 that Tt - 5.2 V,
and from Fig. 5, that Ze =39 V. Using (22), we find ZL =76 V. The Bohm velocity is uB =3.5 x 105
cm/s, and from (2.20), Agff =52 cm2. Then from (2.19), we obtain n0 =2.7 x 1012 cm"3. We see that
n0 < n0 atB0 - 200 G. From (4.7), we find Xx = 20.8 cm, and hence we choose an antenna length
€ - Xx/2 = 10.4 cm to optimize power coupling. We note that co/*, = 2.8 x 108 m/s, compared with
the electron thermal velocity uTt = 1.4 x 10* cm/s. Hence, £ = 2, not far from the peak of the Landau
damping rate for thermal electrons.

V. INDUCTIVE DISCHARGES

Inductive discharges are nearly as old as the invention ofelectric power, with the first report ofan "elec-
trodeless ring discharge" by Hittorf in 1884 (147). He wrapped a coil around an evacuated tube and
observed a discharge when the coil was excited with a Leyden jar. A subsequent fifty year controversy
developed (148,149) as to whether these discharges were capacitively driven byplasma coupling to the low
and high voltage ends ofthe cylindrical coil, as in an RF diode, or were driven bythe induced electric field
inside the coil This issue was resolved with therecognition that the discharge wascapacitively driven at
low plasma densities, with atransition to an inductive mode ofoperation at high densities (150). Succeed
ing developments, which focused on pressures exceeding 20 mTorr in a cylindrical coil geometry, are
described ina review article by Eckert (151). The high pressure regime was intensively developed in the
1970's with the invention of the open air induction torch and itsuse for spectroscopy. In the late 1980's,
the planar coil configuration was developed (152,153), renewing interest inthe use of high density induc
tive discharges for materials processing atlow pressures (< 50 mTorr). It is this regime that is the primary
focus here.

V.A Inductive Source Configurations

The two exciting coil configurations, cylindrical and planar, are shown in Fig. 25 for a low profile
source. The planar coil is a fiat helix wound from near the axis to near the outer radius of the source
chamber ("electric stovetop" coil shape). Planar and cylindrical coils can also beunited togive "cylindrical
cap" or"hemispherical" coil shapes. Multidipoles can be used around the process chamber circumference
toincrease radial plasma uniformity, as shown. The planar coil can also bemoved close tothe wafer sur
face, resulting in a close-coupled or planar source geometry (L £ R) having good uniformity properties
even in theabsence of multidipole confinement (153). In the close-coupled configuration, the coil can be
wound nonuniformly ordriven with radially varying currents tocontrol the radial plasma uniformity.

Similar to helicon antennas, inductive coilscan be driven by a 13.56 MHz,50 ohmrf supply through a
n matching network. The coil can be driven push-pull using abalanced transformer, which places avirtual
ground in the middle ofthe coil and reduces the maximum coil-to-plasma voltage by a factor oftwo. This
reduces the undesired capacitively coupled rf current flowing from coil to plasma by a factor of two. An
electrostatic shield placed between the coil and the plasma can further reduce the capacitive coupling if
desired, whileallowing theinductive field to couple unhindered to theplasma.

Plasma in an inductive source is created by application of rf power to a non-resonant inductive coil,
resulting inthe breakdown of the process gas within or near the coil by the induced rf electric field. The
plasma potential in these discharges is typically less than 3040 volts (153). Multidipole confinement can
even further reduce these potentials. The plasma created inthe source region streams toward awafer holder
that can beindependently biased by application of rf power using a separate generator. Inductive sources
have potential advantages over other high density sources, including simplicity ofconcept no requirement
for dc magnetic fields (as required for ECR's and helicons), rf rather than microwave source power, and
non-resonant source operation, which can enable efficient power absorption over a wide range of source
parameters.

In contrast to ECR's and helicons, which can be configured to achieve densities n0 > 1013 cm"3, we
will see (Sec. V.D) that inductive sources have natural density limits, n0 ^ 1013 cm"3, for efficient power
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transfer tothe plasma. However, the density regime 10" £ n0 £ 1013 cm"3 for efficient inductive source
operation, as much as a factor of 100 times higher than for rf diodes, is of considerable interest for low
pressure processing.

Inductive sources for materials processing applications are in their infancy. The first commercially
available system, theso-called TCP (transformer coupled plasma), was announced in Summer, 1992 (153).
Othervendorsarebeta-testing similar products for release in 1992 or 1993.

V3 Power Absorption and Operating Regimes

In the inductively coupled plasma, power is transferred from the electric fields to the plasma electrons
by collisional (ohmic) dissipation. At very tow pressures (< 1 mTorr; electron mean free path £ /?, L),a
collisionless heating process may also act in which bulk plasma electrons "collide" with the oscillating,
inductive fields and may beaccelerated and thermalized inthe absence of collisions much like the stochas
tic heating near capacitive rf sheaths wediscussed inSec. 113. Here, weconcentrate on the ohmic heating
process.

Thespatial decay constant as for an electromagnetic wave incident onauniform density plasma along z
is

where

a, = Re
co i«

cp

COcoLK si Sl
p co(co - jve) © (1 - ;vc/co)

(5.1)

(5.2)

is therelative plasma (Lorentz) dielectric constant valid in theabsence of a magnetic field (compare to Kr
in (3.11)), andve is theelectron-neutral collision frequency. For ve « co, we obtain

where 5j, is the collisionlessskin depth:

«V 1
a« =T ="67 •

1/2

8,=
m

«2Ho»o

Forve » co, we obtain

a, =

where 8C is the collisional skin depth:

where

1 <af

<2 c

5C =

ll/2

1/2

G)ji0a

(5.3)

(5.4)

6c '
(55)

(5.6)
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a=^2. (5.7)

is thedcconductivity oftheplasma. Wetherefore distinguish two pressure regimes:

(a) low pressure, vc « co, skin depth 8P;
(b) high pressure, ve » co, skin depth 8C.

Foreach pressure regime, wealso distinguish two density regimes:

(a) highdensity,8 « R, L\
(b) low density,8 » R,L.

At 13.56 MHz in argon, we find vc = co for/ = 25 mTorr. Let us consider the low pressure regime (a)
with p « p*. For acylindrical coil with R~ 10 cm, or for aplanar coil with L= 10 cm, we find from
(5.4) that Op =/?, Lfor nj =3x 109 cm"3. Hence, for atypical low pressure processing discharge with
n0 £ 3x 1010 cm"3, we have ve « co and 8, « /?, Las the regime ofoperation. We briefly discuss
the vc « co and 8, » RtL regime in Sec. VJ) when we consider the minimum current and power
necessary to generate an inductively coupled plasma.

V.C Source Operation and Coupling

Although most systems are operated with planar coils (see Fig. 25b), finite geometry effects make these
configurations difficult to analyze. To illustrate the general principles ofinductive source operation, we
concentrate on the cylindrical source (Fig. 25a) in the long thin geometry L » R. We take the source coil
tohave T| turns atradius b > R. For ohmic heating inthe plasma skin,

P^-^TmRIA, . (5.8)

where J is the RF induced current density in the skin near r = R (opposite in direction to the applied
current in the coil). Letting Ip =JLop be the total induced RF current and defining the plasma resistance
through P^=lAIJRpt we obtain

*,m ^TiT • (5'9)

The plasma inductance Lp is found using 4>=LPIP, where <D is the total magnetic flux linked by the skin
current Using 4>=u.0ic/?2//x, where Hx=Jbp is the magnetic field produced by the skin current we
obtain

L,-22?l • <5-">)

Letting the coil have Tl turns at a radius b£ /?, where b-R is the "thickness" of the dielectric interface
separating coil and plasma, then we can model the source as the TCP shown in Fig. 26. Evaluating the
inductance matrix for this transformer, defined through (154,p. 27)

Vrf=j(*LnIrf + j(aLl2Ip , (5.H)

Vp=jwL2Jrf + ycoL22/p » (5-12)

we obtain
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Lnmm*pLt (5.i3)

Lv-Lv-ZOp. . (5-14)

Ln-L,-*£- . (5-15)

Using Vp=- IPRP (see Fig. 26) in (5.12) and inserting into (5.11), we can solve for the impedance seen at
the coil terminals:

For 8P « /?, it can easily be seen that Rp « a>Lp. Hence expanding the denominator in (5.16), we
obtain

\L0nR2T\2
Ls —-

L *2
- 1 (5.17)

*-=i2S • (518)
where ZM=Rf + ycoLx. The power balance

r^fyR. (5»)

then yields therequired rf source current, and therf voltage is determined from

Vr/=/r/Z, . (5.20)

As an example, let/? = 5cm.fr =6cm,L =20cm,Tl =5turns,^ = 3.3 x 1013 cm-3 (1 mTorr,
298K), co = 85 x 106 s'1 (13.6 MHz), and P^ = 300 watts. At 1mTorr, Xt = 3 cm. Then from (2.8)
and (2.9) hL = hR~0.33, and from (2.12), dgff =6.1 cm. For argon we then obtain from Fig. 7 that
T« =5.2 V, and from Fig. 5, that Ze =39 V. Using (22), we find ZL =76 V. The Bohm velocity is
uB =3.5 x 105 cm/s, and from (2.20), Atff =52 cm2. Then from (2.19), we obtain
n0 =2.7 x 1012 cm"3. Estimating vc for argon from Kg. 4, we find ve =4.3 x 106 s"1, and, from
(5.7), a = 1.8 x 104 mho/m. Using (5.4), we obtain 6P =3.2 mm. Evaluating (5.17) and (5.18), we find
Rt =0.68 ohms and L, =0.63 uH, such that coL, » 50 ohms. Equations (5.19) and (5.20) then yield
Irf =30 Aand Vrf =1500 V. The high inductive voltage required for this five turn source can be supplied
from a 50ohmRFpower source through acapacitive matching network.

VJ> Low Density Operation and Source Efficiency

Since the dc conductivity o « n0, and 8P <* no1'2, it isapparent from (5.18) and (5.19) that at fixed
driving current /r/, we have thescaling

P^ « no"2 . (5.21)

However, at low densities, such that op » /?, the conductivity is low and the fields fully penetrate the
plasma. In this case, applying Faraday's law to determine the induced electric field, £e within the coil, we
obtain
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EQ(r) = l4ycorji0T|/r//L ,

and, writing J =7Coe0Kp£ for vc « co, we have J «= n0rlrf. Evaluating the power absorbed for this
case,

Pab, =±]^!±2nrLdr
2 0 a

yields

P^ « n0 (5.22)

in this tow density regime. Comparing (5.21) and (522), wesee that for fixed /r/, P^ versus n0 must
have amaximum near 8P - R, as sketched in Fig. 27 for several different values of/r/. Now consider the
power balance requirement (2.19), which is plotted as the straight line in the figure. Hie intersection ofthe
line with the curves defines the equilibrium point for discharge operation. We see that inductive source
operation is impossible if the source current Irf is below some minimum value /„*,. In this regime, any
discharge must be capacitive. The required /„*, is similar to the required minimum value ofP^ to sustain
anECR discharges, as shownin Fig. 15.

Letusnote that the driving coil (primary of the transformer shown inFig. 26) has some resistance /?«,«.
Hence, even if the discharge is extinguished (n0 =0), there is aminimum power P^ =Vzllm^eou sup
plied by thesource before theinductive discharge can form.

Because P^ «= no"1'2 at high densities, we see from Fig. 27 that the power transfer efficiency
PttbslPiM falls continually as n0 isincreased, hence limiting source operation atvery high densities because
ofpower supply limitations. Aspointed out byPiejak etal. (107), the poor power transfer to the plasma at
very low and at very high densities isanalogous to the well known property ofan ordinary transformer with
an open and a shorted secondary winding. In both cases no power is dissipated in the load (here the
plasma), but in both cases there is power dissipated in the primary winding (here the coil) due to its
inherent resistance. Piejak etal. (107) have given acomplete analysis of an inductive discharge inthe high
pressure regime interms ofmeasurable source voltages and currents based on this analogy.

We see that op - Ris the preferred operating regime for maximum power efficiency in the low pressure
regime. In fact at high pressure, Thomson (148) obtained the similar condition 8C =0.57 Rfor maximum
power efficiency ina uniform density source.

Other issues of inductive source operation include finite geometry effects (L - R), planar coil source
operation, collisionless heating at very low pressures, capacitive operating mode and startup, and self-
resonant coil effects due to stray coil capacitances. Some of these issues are addressed in the literature
(107,151,155,156).

VL HELICAL RESONATOR DISCHARGES

While helical resonators have long been used as electronic circuit elements (157), they have only
recently been used for efficient plasma generation at pressures as low as 10"5 Torr. High pressure
discharges (~ 1Torr) were first applied by Steinberg and Steinberg (158) and used for downstream strip
ping. The concept was further refined and applied to low pressures discharges (0.1-1 mTorr) by Flamm et
al. (159) and was used by Hamm (160) and by Cook etal. (18,161) for polysUicon gate etching and for
downstream deposition of silicon dioxide and silicon nitride films.

Helical resonator plasmas operate at radio frequencies (3-30 MHz) with simple hardware, do not require
adc magnetic field (as for ECR's and helicons), and exhibit high Q(600-1500 typically without the plasma
present) and high characteristic impedance (Z0). These resonators are slow wave structures, supporting an
electromagnetic wave propagating along the zaxis with phase velocity uph « c. As shown in Fig. 28, the
source consists of a coil surrounded by a grounded coaxial cylinder. The composite structure becomes
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resonant when anintegral number of quarter waves of therf field fit between thetwoends. When thiscon
dition is satisfied, the intense electromagnetic fields within the helix can sustain a plasma with negligible
matching loss at low gas pressure.

As with inductive discharges, which theyresemble, helical resonator discharges can be operated in two
regimes:

(a) Capacitive coupling, low power, low density andhighplasma potential

(b) Inductive coupling, highpower, highdensity and low plasma potential

In the capacitive regime, the discharge isdriven byrfcurrent flowing through the plasma from the high vol
tage to the low voltage end of the coil, and energy transfer tothe plasma electrons is through the Er and Ex
fields. This regime is similar to that ofan rf diode.

The inductive regime is of major interest for high density plasma assisted materials processing. To
force operation inthis regime, an electrostatic shield can beadded between the helix and the plasma column
to reduce the capacitive coupling to a negligible value. The shield is typically a metal cylinder slotted
along z that allows the inductive field Eq to penetrate into the plasma, while shorting out the capacitive Er
and Es fields.

There have been few fundamental studies of helicalresonator discharges(162,163). There is one com
mercial manufacturer (164) of sources for research and advanced development applications. Sources as
large as25 cm in diameter are available, driven by up to 5 kW of rf power at 13.56 MHz and producing
plasmas with densities (in Ar)exceeding 2 x 1012 cm"3.

The basic design parameters for a helical resonator discharge consist of pressure, RF power, source
length, plasma radius, helix radius, outer cylinder radius, winding pitch angle, and excitation frequency.
This is a complicated system thatis notwellunderstood. A first step is to determine the helical slow-wave
modes and their interaction with the plasma. This has not been done for an electrostatically shielded
discharge, so we illustrate the approach for an unshielded plasma column. The dispersion equation kx
versus co, and therelationship among the field quantities, can be found in theapproximation of a uniform,
collisionless (co » vc) plasma having relative dielectric constant Kp = 1 - co2*/©2 [See (5.2)] byusing
a "developed sheath helix" model, in which therf current in thehelical wires is replaced by a continuous
current sheet ("sheath") and the cylindrical (r, 6, z) geometry is unfolded into a rectangular (x, y, z)
geometry ("developed"). This is a standard analytical technique for treating helical systems (165) that
retains mostessential physics. The details of the calculation are given in lieberman et al. (162). In the
absence of theplasma, it can be shown that there isa single mode that tends to propagate along thehelical
wire, as expected for this two-conductor transmission line system.3 For typical source parameters, R=3
cm, 6=5 cm, c=10 cm, L=30 cm, and\p=0.1 radians, where the parameters are defined in Fig. 28, we
determine the propagation at low plasma density n0 - 109 cm"3, at high density n0 = 10" cm"3, and
without plasma n0 = 0. Figure 29gives kx versus/=co/2tt with n0 as a parameter. For comparison, the
upperline showsa wave following the geometrical helixpitch,

*« = -r—. (6.i)
ctanv

and the lower line shows a lightwave kx0 = co/c. Without a plasma, there is only onemodeof propaga
tion, with kx somewhat smaller than kA', ie,the wave velocity co/*, issomewhat larger than c tan y. As n0
increases, thewave speeds up,and as no -* *>, co/Jfc, -> c. For this "coax" mode, atlarge n0, theplasma
is ata highvoltage withrespect to theoutercylinder.

3 This is analagous towave propagation inacoaxial line, with the helical coil being the inner conductor and the grounded cylinder
being the outer conductor.
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A second "helix" mode appears when n0 issuch that ©^ > co, acondition that isalways met for typi
cal discharge operation. Hence, both modes coexist during typical operation. The wave velocity for the
second modeis always smaller than the helix velocity c tan \|f. The modeappears asa resonance kx -> <»
atno such that C0p, = co, and the wave slows down as no increases. For the helix mode atlarge no, the
plasma and outer cylinder are atnearly the same voltage, and the helix is ata high voltage with respect to
them both. We expect to see two modes inthe high density limit because the plasma acts likeaconducting
cylinder, hencewe havea three conductor transmission linesystem in thislimit

At high densities, the axial wavenumbers for the two modes are very different For example, at
n0 = 10" cm"3, A,(coax) =0-5 m"1 and *,(helix) = 5.5 m"1. Since the source length L is chosen to
be roughly a quarter wavelength at the helix geometrical pitch, k^L = jc/2, the coax mode is not
resonandy excited [kx (coax) « k*\. However, this mode does play arole insource operation atstart-up.
During typical source operation, only the helix mode isresonant and itdominates the source operation.

As an example, forL = 30 cm and kxL =tc/2, we obtain *, =5.2 nT1. Then from (6.1), we estimate
the resonant frequency/ = 25 MHz athigh densities. Other methods for estimating the frequency are also
available (166). In particular, end effects can change the resonant frequency due to additional capacitive
coupling.

Once the resonant frequency for quarter wavelength operation is determined, then the fields within all
regions inside the helical resonator can be found. The characteristic impedance of the helical transmission
line can then be found:

tl/2

3s
M-o

e0

M , (62)
Li

where T) is the number of helical turns, and Cisageometrical factor of order unity. Typically, Z0 - 1000
ohms. From the fields in the plasma, theabsorbed power can be found. This has been done for a quasis
tatic field approximation in thecapacitively coupled regime where both ohmic and stochastic heating (see
Sec. 113)contribute to thepower absorbed by theelections (162). Thecalculation has notbeen performed
for the inductive regime, where only£e contributes to theabsorbed power. However, the analysis should
be similar to that used for conventional inductive sources (see Sec. V).

Power can be simply coupled from an external generator totheresonator, and thecondition for a match
(critical coupling) can be estimated approximately from a perturbation analysis. Consider therf generator
and its transmission line to havecharacteristic impedances Z$, with one sideof the transmission line con
nected to thehelixatthetap position zTand theother side connected to theouter shield, asshown schemat
ically in Fig. 28. Since the helix characteristic impedance Z„ given in (6.2) is typically large compared to
Zs, we expect a match to occur with the tap made near the shorted end of the helical resonator, where the
voltageis smalland the currentis large.

From perturbation theory, theconductance seen atthe position of thetap is
2 Pat„

7"!IVr12

wherePgts is the totalRF powerabsorbed and

VT = Vmsinkxz (6.4)

is the helix voltage at the tap. For amatch we require GT=Z^1. Substituting (6.4) in(6.3) and expanding
(orkzzT « 1, we obtain

V2mk2z}=2PabsZs. (6.5)

For our example with kx = nl(2L) =0.052 cm"1, and with P^ = 51 W, Vm = 1610 V and Zs = 50
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ohms, we obtain zT = 0.85 cm, corresponding to a tapbetween one andtwo turns.

VH. SURFACE WAVE DISCHARGES

Electromagnetic surface waves that propagate along a cylindrical plasma column can be efficiently
absorbed bythe plasma, hence sustaining adischarge. Surface waves, which are propagating modes having
strong fields only near the plasma column surface, were first described by Smullin and Chomey (167) and
Trivelpiece and Gould (168). The first surface-wave sustained discharge was operated by Tuma in 1970
(169). Moisan and his group at the Universite de Montreal have extensively analyzed the concept and
developed high power wave launching systems over a wide frequency range (1 MHz-10 GHz). Surface
wave sources have been reviewed by Moisan and Zakrzewski (170). Although there are some applications
to materials processing (171-173), the absorption length c^1 for the surface modes tends to be long, such
thatL » R for these discharges. Hence, they are not suitable as low profile sources for wide-area materi
als processing, and have found wider application for ion sources, lasers and spectroscopy. Surface wave
discharges having diameters as large as 15 cm have been operated, although diameters of3-10 cm are more
commonly used. The simplest sources operate without an imposed axial magnetic field. Atthe high densi
tiesof interest here, thesources mustbedriven atmicrowave frequencies intherange of 1-10GHz.

The simplest electromagnetic surface mode propagates on anon-magnetized plasma column ofradius R
confined bya thick dielectric tube (radius b » R) having relative dielectric constant Kd. The azimuthally
symmetric m = 0 mode has Hx = Oand

E, =Ex0 l'^** exp j(m - kxz) , r<R, (7.1)
Io(*l,/0

K©(^ jj/?)
=£,o *°,(*^ exp /(cor - kxz) . r>R, 02)

where

k2^ = k2 - k}Kp , (73)

. J&, = *J - %Kd , (7.4)

and where Kp, given by (5.2), is the plasma relative dielectric constant I0 and K0 are the modified Bessel
functions of the first and second kind, k±p and *u are the transverse wavenumbers inside and outside the
plasma respectively, and kx is the complex axial propagation constant We note from the form of the
Bessel functions that the fields decay away from thesurface of theplasma inboth directions.

The transverse fields are obtained from E, using Maxwell's equations. Inparticular, we find

;coe0K dEx
/7e = - ki dr

in the two regions. The continuity ofthe tangential magnetic field //e then yields the dispersion equation
Kp l'0(klpR) Kd Kp(kldR)

k±pR Io(*VO kldR K0(kldR) '

From (7.1) and (7.2), itisclear that k±R » 1for the surface mode to decay rapidly. Using the asymptotic
expansions of the Bessel functions I0/Io = 1and K0/K0 = -1, we obtain
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Substituting (7.3) and (7.4) into (7.6) and solving for kt yields
1/2

kx = *<>
KpKj

K- + Kj
(7.7)

For the caseof no loss,ve = 0, we obtain from (7.7) that
1/2

1/2 (0 ©« - (0"

COL - (1 + K„)©2

Rgure 30 shows kt versus © for the lossless case. We see that kx is real for ©£ ©„,, where
fi>«t =©p./(l +Kd)1/2 Pves me resonance *, -> 0of the surface wave. For co « ©„,, we see that
ks =©/c. However, in this low frequency limit, the ordering k±R » 1is not valid, and the complete
dispersion equation C7.6) must be solved numerically. The result is similar to that shown in Fig. 30. The
region ofinterest for surface wave sources is ©near but just below ©w. Hence for high density sources,
the frequencies of interest are above 1GHz; i.e., microwave frequencies.

Fixing ©for the source, we introduce the resonance value ofthe density nw =e0m©2(l +Kd)le .
Then the surface wave propagates for densities n0 £ »«,. The source operation for the usual case of a
long, thin source, L » Rt follows from the general principles described inSec. HA. In particular the local
power balance along z determines the density n0 for agiven absorbed power P& per unit length along the
column, as in the derivation leading to (2.19). Letting Pw be the power carried by the wave along the
columnat the position z, at whichthedensity is n0, then

^(«o) =2a,(n0)/\,. (7.8)

where a, is the axial attenuation constant ofthe wave fields at the density n0. Equating P'^ to the power
P'tet lost perunit length,

PLtino) = en0uBAfgffZL , (7.9)

where A'tff = AnRhR is the effective (radial) loss area per unit length, we obtain n0(z) for agiven wave
power Pw(z).

The mode attenuates as it propagates along z due toanon-zero vc. Letting vc « ©in(5.2), substitut
ing this in(7.7), and taking the imaginary part, we obtain the attenuation constant as(n0) = -Im A:, at a
fixed ©. The expression is complicated and wegive only the scaling for n0 greater than, butnottoo near,
resonance:

n0ve
a,

3/2
(f»0 ~ nra)

(7.10)

At resonance, there is a finite a„ while for n0 < nw, the wave does notpropagate and a, falls sharply.
For this variation of a„ P'o* is plotted versus n0 for several different values of Pw in Fig. 31. The linear
variation ofP^ given by (7.9) is also plotted on the figure. The intersection ofP'o* with P'^ determines
the equilibrium density along the column. It can be seen that there is aminimum value Pwmil(z) below
which adischarge at that zcannot be sustained. Adischarge forms near the position ofsurface wave excita
tion z = 0 for Pvmax > Pvmin. As the wave propagates, Pw attenuates along zdue to wave absorption. A
discharge cannot be sustained when Pw falls below P^ at z = z^. Hence the discharge exists as a
finite length plasma column over 0 < z <zmx. Typical plasma column variations of n0 and Pw are
shown in Fig. 32.
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We note in Fig. 31 that there are generally two intersections of P^,(n0) with PLr(«o). The lower
density intersection isan unstable equilibrium because afluctuation that decreases no leads to P'&g < P'bst*
thus further decreasing n0. The higher density intersection is stable by similar reasoning.

High power wave launchers and matching networks for surface wave discharges have been developed
(170). Theaddition of an axial magnetic field allows further choice of propagating modes (174), buthas not
been applied to materialsprocessing.

Vm. PLASMA TRANSPORT

In the preceding sections, we have outlined simple, unifying, analytical theories with which plasma
source design can be understood and the generation rates and densities ofions and electrons can be quickly
estimated. This analysis could be extended by using the electron temperature from (2.11) and suitable cross
sections, toestimate generation and loss rates, and thereby densities, for reactive neutral species. We now
turn toplasma transport: effects on materials processes, measurements, and strategies for control.

Consider etching. We can understand the influence ofplasma transport on etching rates byreviewing a
simple model proposed by Mayer and Barker (175) to explain the so-called ion-neutral synergistic effect
(176,177). The etching rate may be expressed as the ion flux times the average volume removed per ion.
Alternatively, one may express the etching rate as the neutral flux times the reaction probability times the
volume removed per reaction event Such rate expressions, however, cannot be directly applied because the
yield per ion and the reaction probability ofneutrals both depend on the neutral and ion fluxes. This link
age can be broken by expressing rates in terms ofthe ion- and neutral-flux-dependent surface coverage of
reactants. Assuming that the yield per ion is proportional tothe ion energy times the surface coverage of
thechemically assisting neutral species, theetching rate is givenby:

ER = \>ieEirit (8.1)

where t>,- is the volume removed per unit bombardment energy (cm3/eV) for asaturated surface, and 6 is
the surface coverage. For this simple model, we assume that Vj is independent of £,-. To complete the
model, we assume Langmuir adsorption kinetics where the reactive sticking probability of neutrals is pro
portional tothe number ofbare sites on the surface. Thus, the etching rate isalso given by:

ER = X>HSC0(l-*)rH, (8.2)

where !>„ is the volume removed per reacting neutral (cm3), SC0 is the reactive sticking probability on a
bare surface (unitless), and r„ isthe neutral flux (cnTV1) to the surface. Equating the above rate expres
sions, we obtain an expression for the surface coverage as a function of the ion energy flux to neutral flux
ratio.

e = (83)
1 + 1), e,r,/0>. SC0TH)

Substituting this into (8.1) we obtain our final expression for the etching rate as a function of the ion and
neutral fluxes.

m a 5iMi (8.4)
i + \)l£lrvo>«scorll)

Ion-neutral synergy isclearly evident in (8.4): Ifthe neutral flux isnegligible, VmSC0TH = 0,the etch rate
becomes vanishingly small (we have neglected sputtering); similarly, when the ion energy flux isnegligi
ble, e.r,- = 0,the etch rate again vanishes (we have neglected thermally activated neutral etching). Thus,
the* total etch rate with both neutrals and ions is greater than the etching rates with either species alone.
(176177) The validity of (8.4) has been verified for many material/ion/assisting-species combinations
including: Si/He+/Cl2 (178), Si/Ne+/Cl2 (178), Si/Cl^ /Cl2 (179), Si/Ar+/Cl2 (175,178,180),
Si02/CFJ /CF4 (179,181), and organic polymer/Oj /02 (182). The measured dependence of the surface
coverage on the ion to neutral flux ratio has also confirmed the predictions of(8.3) for the Si/Ar+ /Cl2 sys
tem (175,180).
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There are two interesting limiting cases of (8.4). When VH SC0 r„ » X>t £,- Th the surface is
saturated with neutrals and the etching rate ER - 1),- £,- I\ depends only on the ion energy flux and is
independent of the neutral flux asassumed, for example, byShaqfeh andJurgensen (183). In this case, ion
generation and transport in the plasma will govern etching rates and etching uniformity. In the opposite
case where \)»5Co r„ «V, E, r, the surface is starved for neutrals and the etching rate
ER = D«5C0 TH is proportional only to the flux ofassisting neutral species. Which regime is dominant?
That is dictatedin largepart by sourcedesignandoperation.

The ion-neutral synergism is useful for understanding rate enhancement when both ions and neutrals
impinge on surfaces. It isalso easy tounderstand, then, the origin ofanisotropy inplasma etching: because
ion transport isanisotropic, etch rate enhancement via the ion-neutral synergism is also anisotropic. How
ever, otherfactors must alsobe considered. Forexample, theexpression for theetching rateabove ignores
the possibility that there is a threshold energy below which the reactive ion sputter yield \>,- is negligible
(184,185). Such aneffect is clearly evident inthe Cl2 helicon etching ofSi02 asa function of bias shown
in Fig. 33 and can play a role in determining selectivity ofetching one material with respect to another.
Similarly, damage created by atomic displacement when an energetic ion impinges ona surface may be
minimized oreven eliminated bytuning ion energies below the damage threshold. Ingeneral, the threshold
energies for etching and damage are poorly known, but one ofthe guiding principles inand major motiva
tions behind new plasma source development is that ion energies must be"fine" tuned totake advantage of
threshold effects.

VmA The Ion Energy Distribution Function

In Sec.UA2 weestimated the mean ionenergy andmean ionvelocity at the sheath edgeas a function
of electron temperature, source design, and rfbiasing. However, these simple scaling relationships donot
provide estimates of theion energy distribution function, iedf, orspread in ion energy. This isbynomeans
a trivial matter. What good is it, forexample, tofine tune £, tojustabove threshold foretching poly-Si and
justbelow threshold foretching Si02 when the breadth ofthe iedfis5 times broader than itsmean?

Inequilibrium, theiedfischaracterized simply bythe ion temperature, which, for convenience, wegen
eralize to Tt s M<(«,—< Ui >)2> le (in volts) for use in describing the iedfin non-equilibrium systems.
In magnetized, low pressure, high efficiency plasmas considered here, theiedfis frequently anisotropic so
that different "temperatures", TiL and Ta are needed to characterize the iedfperpendicular and parallel,
respectively, tothe magnetic field axis. Even inunmagnetized plasmas, one expects ananisotropic iedf as
ions areaccelerated along a specific direction. Theion velocity distribution function, ivdf, may alsodepart
significantly from a Maxwellian form, in which case the temperatures defined above are inadequate to
describe the distributionfunction: higherordermoments are also required.

Source design and operation determine the iedf. Ions gain directed energy byacceleration inanelectric
field, created, for example, by an expanding magnetic field, by sheaths at bounding surfaces, by double
layers and striations separating different plasma regions, by pre-sheaths, and by applied bias voltages (Sec.
n.A.2). Ions lose energy by collisions, primarily with neutral atoms and molecules. Two collisional
processes are dominant: charge exchange and elastic scattering. Charge exchange is effective in transform
ing hot, fast ions into hot, fast neutrals and cold, slow neutrals into cold, slow ions. Elastic scattering is
effective in transforming directed energy gained bythe ions falling through a potential into random energy
with a large component perpendicular to the strong electric field. Both processes tend tobroaden the iedf
and the ion angular distribution function, iadf, and thereby possibly compromising selectivity, anisotropy,
rate, and damage control.

Besides collisional energy transfer, the iedf can also bebroadened, (so that precision energy control is
lost), as a result ofionization occuring over adistributed sheath created, for example, by plasma expansion
or by fluctuations in the plasma potential caused by power source fluctuations orinherent plasma instabili
ties (114).

Another limit toion energy control inplasma processing has been little considered until recently (143):
the creation and build-up ofenergy inexcited states. All atomic ions have metastable excited electronic
states that typically can pool energies of10 eV or more above the ground state. Recent experimental work
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indicates thatat least 25%of theionsin alowpressure argon helicon plasma are in excited states withmore
than 16 eV energy above the ground state ion (143). Molecular ions can also effectively pool energy in
vibrational and rotational modes as well as in excitedelectronic states. The pooling of energy in excited
states should bemost important in low pressure, high density plasmas where deactivation by collision with
neutrals is relatively rare compared to frequent production by collision with electrons. How important 10
eV or more of excess, internal energy can be in etching and deposition applications must depend on the
specific materials involved butisbasically an open question for which Utile ornodata exist Besides meta-
stable states, inhigh density plasmas one must also anticipate the production and build-up of large concen
trations of doubly ionized ions. These will impact device surfaces with atleast two times the kinetic energy
of their singly ionized counterparts. To make matters even more complicated, metastable and doubly
charged ions may have significantly different iadfs thereby making CD as well as selectivity and damage
more difficult to control

WillAJ Ion Transport and Etching Anisotropy It is instructive to consider the consequences of a finite
iadf on etch anisotropy in the regime where the ion energy flux is rate limiting, i.e.
Vm SC0 r„ »I),- E| rf. Ions impinging onthe surface atoblique angles may accelerate etching of the
sidewall and compromise pattern transfer fidelity. A useful metric for describing the iadf is the normalized,
energy-flux-weighted, cumulative angular distribution function (66,183):
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where 6 is thepolar angle from thesurface normal and 7(6,6,) cos(G) is thedifferential ion flux normal to
thesurface. Physically, C(8) is proportional to theetching rate of a surface perpendicular to theaccelerat
ingelectric field and shadowed by acone of halfangle 6 when theetching is ion-energy-flux-limited (183).
Thus, measurement or calculation of C(8) is necessary for accurate simulation and prediction of etched
profiles. C(6), in turn, is determined by the transport of ions to and then through the sheath to the wafer
surface.

Since the sheaths are so thin in high efficiency plasmas (Sec. IIA.2), transport of ions through the
sheath is effectively collisionless: s/X, « 1. Thisisoneof thecharacteristics of high density plasmas that
distinguishes them from the conventional rf diode and is a direct consequence of the high charge density
and lower rf bias voltages at lower pressures. Because the sheath is collisionless, the perpendicular ion
velocity at the sheath edge is preserved astheions are accelerated to thewafer surface. Thus, Ti± largely
determines the anisotropy of the ion transport and the angular dependence of C(G). Consider a simple
example, where thespread in «„, ion speed normal toa surface in the xy plane, is negligible compared to
the velocity gained byacceleration across the sheath, «* s (2eVt/m)*, and the distribution ofperpendicu
larvelocities, f(«,i), is Gaussian with temperature T&. Li thiscase,
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where p s V,/ra. This function and its derivative are plotted inFig. 34 for p = 10 and 100 along with
the corresponding function for an isotropic angular distribution, U. 7* = Ti± and Uj, = 0. Clearly, the
effectsof transverse ionenergy can be significant and thedesign of plasma sources musttakeintoaccount
the mechanisms by which ions gain energy transverse to the surface normal. Before discussing these
design aspects, wedigress toconsider how measurements of the iedf, ivdf, and iadf are made.
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VQIJB Methods for Measuring Ion Energy Distribution Functions

Electrostatic energy analysis and Doppler-shift spectroscopy are the two methods used most often for
measuring ion energy and velocity distributions, respectively. Electrostatic energy analyzers consist of a
pin-hole to sample the ions, a grid at the same potential as the sampling electrode to provide a field-free
drift, grids to repel electrons and accelerate ions, grids to retard ions below a cut-off energy, and adetector
(Fig. 35). Ifdesired, ions can be mass filtered first and then energy analyzed. The distribution function is
obtained by differentiating the measured ion current as a function of retarding voltage. Advantages of this
technique stem from its universality and simplicity. Recendy, Liu et al. (186) have used an electrostatic
energy analyzer with a sectored current collector to determine not only the iedf but also the iadf at each
energy, albeit with fairly low angular resolution, inanrf diode reactor.

In high charge density plasmas, these measurements are more challenging than usual if quantitatively
meaningful data are to be obtained. For example, the pin-hole acts as an energy dependent lens and res
tricts the solid angle from which ions are accepted, thus discriminating against detection of low energy,
obliquely incident ions. The usual solution to this problem isto use pinholes that are small compared to the
sheath thickness, but because the Debye and sheath lengths are so short in high density sources (see Sec.
IIA.2), the pin-hole must be «50 \m to minimize artifacts. Unless the sampling is done through the
wafer platen, the technique is also inherendy intrusive: the sampling probes are relatively large, drawing
significant current, and inducing a sheath and pre-sheath that can perturb the plasma over large distances.
Ina magnetized plasma, the ion sampling probe will subtend only a sub-set of flux tubes resulting inpertur
bations that areradially isolated but which propagate large distances along the flux tubes. In strong mag
netic fields, ions are easily deflected in the analyzer and extra care must be taken to ensure that angle and
energy distribution functions arenot distorted. Finally, ion sampling in the plasma using probes lacks good
spatial resolution. Despite these deficiencies and caveats, electrostatic energy and angle analysis is well
suited for sampling through the wafer platen which yields the most vital information from a processing per
spective: the iedf and iadf at the wafer.

Since the sheath is collisionless, however, it can be useful to measure the ivdf throughout the plasma.
This can bedone with great precision byusing spectroscopic methods that rely onthe shift inabsorption or
emission frequency (Doppler effect) that occurs when the ion ismoving with respect to the reference frame:

a = d0(l - ux/c) (8.7)

where a is the Doppler shifted absorption oremission frequency; c 0is the corresponding line-center (rest
velocity) frequency; ux is the ion velocity along the light beam propagation direction, taken here to be
along the z axis; and, c is the speed of light In both absorption and emission experiments, the measured
line profile as a function of frequency is given by an integral over the perpendicular velocity components,
ux and uy and the spatial volume sampled:

/(v) dv oc j j j Jjn0(x,y,z) /(ux,uy,ux,x,y,z) duxduydxdydzdux (8.8)
where thelimits of integration correspond to the volume sampled. Both the ion density, n0 and theivdf,/,
are asumed to depend on position, i.e. the plasma is not uniform. Because of the integrations in (8.8),
Doppler-shifted absorption and emission data must be measured along many axes and then suitably
transformed to obtain a truly one-dimensional ivdf at any given position (187). In the simplest case of
cylindrical symmetry, for example, an Abel inversion of line profiles obtained from line-of-sight along a
cord, must beused toobtain the radial variation of the radial component ofthe ivdf. Without inversion, the
data are of little quantitative value indistinguishing, for example, between random and directed energy.

The multiple integral in (8.8) iseasily simplified experimentally by detecting absorption via the appear
ance of fluorescence, i.e. laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). In this case,thefluorescence induced byabsorp
tion oflaser light is detected perpendicular to the laser propagation direction and imaged onto a spatial filter
mat discriminates against all but a small portion ofthe zaxis (Fig. 36). Typical spatial resolution along zor
x - dictated by laser beam diameter, the magnification provided by the fluorescence collecting lenses, and
the dimensions of the slits onto which the fluorescent image is projected - is 0.5 - 2 mm, sufficiently small
for probing all but the sheath regions oflow pressure high density discharges that the integrals over x, y,
and z in (8.8) are eliminated. Thus, the LIF method provides a precision measurement of the ivdf, albeit
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still averaged over the velocity components perpendicular to the laser propagation direction,4 ata specific
point in the plasma and, thereby provides information on distributedsheaths, distributed ionization, plasma
uniformity, etc.

Because ground state ions typically undergorapidchargeexchange with ground state neutrals, informa
tion can be lost concerning ion formation and transport when ground state ions are probed using LIF. The
component of ion velocity measured will be dictated by the energy gained from the field since the last colli
sion:

«i = (2eEVJf)*. (8-9)

Thus, such measurements tend to sample the local field. For example,den Hartog et al. (188) showed that
above 1.0mTorr,the driftofNj downstream from anECR source is givenby

uf = \i(E)E (8.10)

where \i(E) is the field-dependent mobility (2.5), dictated in large partby the charge exchangecross sec
tion. In fact, using (8.10), denHartog et al.deduced theelectric field from themeasured ionDoppler shift

By contrast, consider the collisionless limit where the Doppler shift is now a measure of the energy
gained, eAV, by the ionsbetween the point of formation and the point of observation. If ionsare formed
overa large enough region so thatthe plasma potential varies significandy, a distribution of Doppler shifts
will be measured. If a net shift is observed, it means that the ions have fallen through a potential which in
turnimplies, through the Boltzmann relation (2.7), a plasma density gradient Of course, the collisionless
limit may be realized by probing ground state ions at low pressures (« 1 mTorr) or by probing excited
ionic states with smaller collisional cross sections. Such an approach has been taken by Sadeghi et al.
(101,189,190). who probedmetastable ionic statesof Ar andCI. Becausechargeexchangeis a 2-electron
process (3p43d <-> 3p6 inAr) for the metastable state and a 1-electron process (3p5 <-> 3p6 inAr) for the
ground state, it is reasonable to expect the charge exchange cross section to be smaller for the metastable
state. Furthermore, metastablestates, and excited statesin general, can often be quenched easily at higher
pressures, for example by the nearly resonantPenningionization processin An

A£ + Ar -> Ar+ + Ar+ + <T. (8.11)

Thus, such destructive collisions help to preserve the collisionless ivdf by selectively removing ions that
have undergone collision.

Vm.C Methods for Measuring Plasma Potentials

The variation in plasma potential caused by expansion, pre-sheath formation, distributed sheath forma
tion, etc. can be measuredeither by spatially resolving ivdfs (101) or by using electrostatic (Langmuir,
emissive, double,...) probes. It is beyond the scopeof this work to discuss electrostatic probemethodology
and the reader is referred to the reviews by Chen (191) and Hershkowitz (192) and the book by Swift and
Schwar(193). Of particular note is the recentreviewby Godyaket al. (194) who describe the greatcare
that must be used when using probes to measure plasma properties in the presence of rf excitationor bias.
In addition, severalcaveatsareoffered concerningthe use ofLangmuirprobesin measuringplasmaparam
eters in high density, magnetized plasmas. As Chen pointsout (191), making meaningful probemeasure
ments in magnetized plasmas is extremely difficult An anomolously small electron to ion saturation
currentratio is a clear indication that the probecharacteristic is distortedby the magnetic field. When in the
electron saturation currentregime, the probewill tend to depleteelectronsalong a flux tube but not outside
this flux tube thereby giving an anomolously smallelectron saturation currentand perturbing the discharge.
It is often possibleto see visuallythe distortion of theplasma created by insertion of a probe; in etchingand
deposition plasmas, it is alsopossibleto imagethe probe onto the thin filmbeingprocessed.

4 To obtain ion trajectories, onemustresort to optical tomography asdescribed by Koslover andMcWilli&ms (187). This approach,
while elegant,requires opticalaccessnot readilyavailable in processing reactors.
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These distortions are important when interpreting the probe current-voltage characteristic in terms of
electron "temperature" or the electron energy distribution function (eedf) or the plasma potential. For
example, the plasma potential is routinely estimated by linearly extrapolating, on a semi-log plot, the
current from the electron current saturation regime into the electron retarding current regime (191) and
similarly extrapolating linearly the current from the retarding current regime into the saturation current
regime. Where the two lines intersect iscommonly taken tobe the plasma potential. Clearly, if the electron
current is artificially suppressed for the reasons discussed above, the plasma potential might be in error.
With these caveats in mind, we still use literature estimates of plasma potential and electron temperature
determined in this way. From comparisons with recent numerical simulations (195) we find that the quali
tative trends areuseful ingaining insight into high density plasma generation and transport

VHIJ) Measurements of Energy Distributionsand Potentials

WIIIDJ Ion Acceleration Outside the Sheath Most measurements of high efficiency plasma iedfs have
been done for diverging field ECR systems. Tlie work ofMatsuoka and Ono (196,197) is typical (Fig. 37).
Microwaves are launched from a cavity intoa high magnetic field region so that theRHP wave propagates
and then is absorbed, heating electrons in the process (Sec. HI). Because the magnetic field continues to
decrease and, equivalently, expand, the plasma expands, the plasma density decreases and an ambipolar
field is created thataccelerates ionsalong themagnetic field gradient (Sec. n.A.2).

At some point downstream, ions are sampled through a 50 Jim pinhole and energy analyzed using two
grids and a collector (Fig. 35). Although the relatively large orifice diameter and the use ofarbitrary units
for spatial distance makes this work ofdubious quantitative value, the trends are still notable and are borne
out in manyotherexperiments (101,185,188,189,198-201).

Matsuoka andOno focussed primarily on the effects of magnetic field configuration andpressure. By
varying the current inan electromagnet located near the sampling plane, they modified the divergence of
the magnetic field: from a mirror toa cusp. Figure 37 shows their iedfs for different sub-coil currents. As
the field is collimated, tipar decreases and £,- shifts to lower values. At the same time, the ion current
density increases, the plasma potential (deduced from Langmuir probe current-voltage characteristics)
decreases, and the plasma potential gradient orelectric field decreases. These effects are all consistent with
reduced plasma expansion. The decrease in tipar results from the smaller electric field sothat distributed
ionization nolonger broadens the iedf. By contrast the largest £, and tipar are obtained when the sub-coil
magnet is used toproduce a cusp before the sampling orifice. Note, however, that the iedf is clearly not
Gaussian under these conditions andTu alone is notsufficient to describe thedistribution function. Under
these conditions, the plasma expansion is largest as the magnetic field decreases tozero and then reverses
onthe other side ofthe cusp.5

Regardless ofthe magnetic field configuration, both £, and 7/, decrease as the pressure isincreased and
charge exchange cools the iedf (185,196-199,202,203). Using Doppler-shifted LIF, Woods et al.
(188,200,201) have examined the ground state N£ ivdfasafunction ofpressure downstream from adiverg
ing field ECR source similar to Matsuoka and Ono's and also find (Figs. 38 and 39) that £,- and Tf decrease
with increasing pressure. The LIF data further show abimodal distribution function6 resulting from charge
exchange (204): the slow component has been created by charge exchange offast ions with slow neutrals.

Acceleration of ions caused byplasma expansion can clearly be seen in the metastable LIFmeasure
ments of Sadeghi et al. (101,189) (Fig. 40) as well inelectrostatic analyzer data (198,199,203,205). The

5 Note that ions and electrons donotfollow field lines through acusp since the field decreases tozero (189).
6 Because ofkinematic compression when the ions fall through the sheath to the pinhole, the slow and fast velocity components tend

to merge after the sheath is traversed. In addition, because ofthe finite size ofthe pinhole, one must be concerned about the energy
orvelocity dependence to Matsuoka and Ono's detection efficiency. In any case, the iedfs reported by Matsuoka and Ono, as well
as others (101,189,201.203,204) are clearly asymmetric suggesting more than one velocity orenergy component consistent with the
UF measurements.
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ivdf measured where the source expands intothedownstream region shows two components thatareattri
butedto ions created in the source, the fast component, andionscreated at the junction betweensource and
reactor where the plasma expansion commences. The fast component has already gained an energy of
approximately 13eV parallel to the magnetic field axisasa result of the large potential difference between
the source and downstream regions caused by the plasma expansion. This effect has been simulated
recently by Porteous etal.(195) using a so-called hybrid approach where electrons are treated asa fluid and
ionsas particles. Theirresult for the plasma potential is reproduced here in Fig41. When a collimating
magnet is used downstream as in the Matsuoka and Ono experiments, this potential drop and the
corresponding energy of the fast component both decrease. Whiletheorigin of this"distributed sheath" or
double layer lies with the plasma expansion, the magnitude is also affected by a neutral density gradient
from the source to the reactor (101,112,113,195) that arises from the depletion of neutrals due to the high
ionization ratein the source, as well as ion acceleration andneutral heating. It is this gradient coupledwith
the decreasing electron density caused by the plasma expansion that causes the secondary source of ioniza
tionat the expansion point here, theneutral density rises rapidly while theelectron density is decreasing,
thus leading to a local maximum in the ionization rate, shown schematically in Fig. 42. The ground state
ion formation rate should also be enhanced at this pointand these results suggest that many of the ions
impacting device wafers downstream from the source will have been created downstream and not in the
plasma source!

The effect of the waferplaten pre-sheath can also be seen in the metastable LIF data of Sadeghi et al.
(101,189) (Fig. 40). The velocities of both slow and fast components increase systematically as the dis
tance from the source increases and the platen is approached, and,assuming collisionless transport for the
metastable ions at this low pressure (0.5 mTorr), a pre-sheath electric field of -0.5 V/cm is determined, in
excellent agreement with recent numerical simulations(195).

What arethe consequences of ion acceleration outside the sheath? The primary resultis to broaden the
ivdf normal to the surface, but if the sheath potential is large, this will have a negligible affect on etch
anisotropy. This is easily seenby approximating C(0) using a Gaussian distribution with temperature T^
for the parallel component Althoughthe parallel distribution is clearly not Gaussian and therefore T„ is
not sufficientto describe the distribution, this simpleanalysis is useful for illustrating the effects of a finite
width of the parallel ivdf. We find thatbroadening in the parallel ivdf, for T^/Ta - 10,hasa negligible
effect on the anisotropy. However, the broadening of the parallel ivdf can degrade etching selectivity and
increase atom displacement damage (Sec. DC) when processes are designed to operate near threshold.
Therefore, sources shouldbe designed to minimizebothTh andTi±. This is most easilydone by usingthe
close-coupled configurations (Fig. 12) thateliminate acceleration caused by plasma expansion. By making
the plasma as uniform as possible, broadening of the ivdf resulting from distributed ionization can be
minimized. However, the pre-sheath field cannot be eliminated andto the extent that ionization occurs in
this region, some residualbroadening of the ivdf is unavoidable.

WIIID2 Transverse IonEnergy Source designs thatemployplasma expansion create further problems by
broadening the perpendicular ivdf. This is clearly seen in the spatially resolved ivdfs measured using the
LIF technique (Fig. 43): both ground state andmetastable state ions show systematic Doppler shifts with
increasing distance radially from the center axis of the source (101,189,201). These shifts correspond to
acceleration along a radial electric field thatin turn is created because of the plasma density gradient in the
radial direction. Plasma expansion aggravates the magnitude of thisdensitygradient and the corresponding
potential gradient Note that ions have little trouble crossing magnetic field lines since they are only
weakly magnetized.

By collimating the downstream field, the shift in the ivdf is clearly reduced (Fig. 43) although, curi
ously, thebroadening of theivdf can increase asaresult of local ionization. By adding thecollimating field
and increasing the confinement downstream, the ionization rate downstream is also increased. But ions
created downstream have not been accelerated to the same extent radiallyas those ions which stream out of
the source. Thus, collimating the field and increasing the confinement of plasma produces a slow, some
what isotropic velocity component downstream.

Large radial density gradients and theresultant radial acceleration of ions can severely affect etching
anisotropy, particularly on theouter edges of a wafer where theradial velocity component is largest (Fig.
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43). This again is illustrated bycalculating C(0) using ashifted Gaussian distribution for the tin. velocity
component (Fig. 34): besides p, we need another scaling parameter, %=2«ii)/«i, or the ratio of the
directed radial velocity to the velocity gained by acceleration through the sheath. In Fig. 34, we have
chosen 0 = 100 as before and 5 = 0.6. For asheath voltage of50 V,this corresponds to Ttl = 0.5 V and
a radially directed energy of 4J V or a directed velocity of 4.6 fans"1, which is comparable to that
observed atonly 7 cm from the axis in Fig. 43. Note that C(6) exhibits a threshold for this case as the
directed velocity exceeds the ion thermal speed and no ions can impact the surface at normal (0°) incidence
(Fig. 34). However, for etched profile simulation, this situation is considerably more complex as the velo
city distribution for finite radius isno longer axisymmetric: the profiles can be etched at anet angle with
respect to the surfece normal and C(8) is no longer directly correlated with the etch rate induced by ions
within a cone angle 9. To our knowledge, this problem has not been treated in simulations of etched
profiles.

Besides the directed radial velocity component inmagnetized plasmas there is also rotational motion,
ujt, caused by Ex B and diamagnetic drifts (109). The diamagnetic drift arises from the diffusive flux
along the radial density gradient Downstream, where the magnetic field is usually weak, this rotational
motion is a small fraction of the "thermal" spread in perpendicular velocity (101,189). However, in the
source of an ECR where themagnetic fields are onthe order of 1000 G, therotational velocity can bemany
times the "thermal" velocity (195).

The last source of transverse energy is the "random" or "thermal" component The distributions are
Gaussian about their mean except for large radial positions (Fig. 43). However, the origin of this broaden
ing isunclear. Given an electron temperature of5 eV, an ion temperature of025 eV,a plasma density of
1012 cm"3, and an ion-electron energy transfer cross section of 10"14cm"2 and assuming ambipolar dif
fusive loss for theions, only - 10"3 eV of energy can begained by the ions viaelastic collisions with elec
trons before the ions arelost to the walls (Sec. ILA.1,206); this is insufficient to account for the ion tem
peratures measured (Figs. 39and 43). For lower charge densities and a smaller cross section, theenergy
transfer from electrons to ions is even less. Most likely, the "random" ion energy observed results from
elastic collisions between ions and neutrals that convert the directed ion motion, discussed above, into ran
dom perpendicular motion. Because ionization takes place over dimensions that are large compared tothe
uniformity in the plasma potential, adistribution of ion energies ineach direction also results as ions flow
from one region to another, again, making the plasma more uniform will largely eliminate this source of
broadening.

Asshown inFig. 39 for ground state AfJ, T^ decreases monotonically as the pressure isincreased, most
likely as a result of charge exchange collisions. This means that linewidth control in anisotropic etching
should be optimized at an intermediate pressure: at low pressures, TiL is larger but if the pressure is
increased toomuch,thesheath becomes collisional and linewidth control is sacrificed oncemore(66).

Vm.E Ion Energy Control

Aswehave said, a primary motivation for replacing conventional rfdiode systems with high efficiency
sources is the need for independent control of ion energy and flux sothat rate, selectivity, and film proper
ties can beoptimized. Byplacing the wafer on aplaten towhich abias voltage isapplied while generating
the plasma with ahigh density source, this problem isnominally circumvented.

For most applications, rf biasing has been employed although rf isno longer essential, as it is with the
conventional diode, since the plasma ismaintained using a separate source. In conventional RIE, rf is used
tomaintain the plasma in the presence of insulating thin films on one of the electrodes. Because the meas
urements are easier tomake, however, resort is made todcbiasing when the iedfs from high efficiency plas
mas have been sampled. To our knowlege, Holber and Foster (185) and Sadeghi et al. (101) are the only
ones to have examined theiedfand ivdf,respectively, with an applied rf bias. Intheexperiments of Holber
and Foster, the electrostatic energy analyzer is biased along with the sampling electrode to measure the
iedfs through the rf modulated sheath. The results are reproduced here in Fig. 44, where distributions are
shown for two different frequencies: 0.5 and 20MHz. In the high frequency case, the iedfisrelatively nar
row with a width of -5 eV and an average energy of -35 eV, corresponding to the streaming energy of 15
eV, resulting from expansion ofadivergent-field ECR (see Sec. VIII.D.1), and adc bias across the rfsheath
of20 eV.7 Atthe lower frequency, the ion transit time across the sheath is long compared to the rf period
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and the ion energy is modulated as the ion traverses the sheath. This leads to substantial broadening,
~ 37 eV, with a width determined by the peak-to-peak rf voltage. Tliemaximum ion energy in this case
corresponds to the peak rf voltage plus the streaming energy. Clearly, lower frequency bias should be
avoided if precision ionenergy control is desired tooptimize selectivity andminimize atomic displacement
damage. However, we shall seeshortly (Sec. IX) that in fact, thecommercial ECRsystem soldby Hitachi
as well as other prototype systems have been operated at frequencies as low as 400 kHz to minimize
charge-updamage.

Although the aboveresults indicate thatrf biasing is useful for tuning ion energies, as desired, other
experiments indicate that the extent to which ion energy can be precisely controlled depends on system
design. Consider therecent results of Reinkeet al. (199) who used a dc bias to tunethe ion energy, sam
pledthrough a pin-hole with anelectrostatic energy analyzer (Fig. 35). The mean ionenergy is only tuned
with the dc biaswhen the biased electrode is "sufficiendy" small (Fig. 45). In Reinkeet al/s experiment,
"sufficiently" small is anelectrode whose diameter is6 cm orless. In other experiments, Shirai andGonda
(207) used a 3x3 cm dc biased plateand Iizuka and Sato (208)used a 25 cm diameterelectrodeand found
that the plasma and floating potentials, as measured usingLangmuir probes, did not dependon the biasvol
tage for negative bias voltages, indicating that the biased electrode sheath in these cases were effectively
modulated along with ion energy. In Shirai and Gonda'sexperiment the electrode was smaller than the
limit found in Reinke's experiment but this wasnot the case in the IizukaandSatoexperiment However,
in the latter, a grounded limiter wasused at theexit of the source such that the plasma made good contact
with ground.

What determines how smallthe biased electrode mustbe beforegaining ionenergycontrol? This is not
a question unique to processing withhigh efficiency plasmas, butit is perhaps onethatneeds more thought
whendesigning suchsources with large areas of insulating materials in contact witha magnetized plasma.
The voltage division between the biased electrode sheath andthegrounded walls is dictated by therelative
impedances of thesheaths (Fig. 46),yielding, for theplasma-to-platen dcself-bias voltage Va:

Va = Vrf
Za + Zb

(8.12)

For thedc biasing case, the impedance is simply thesheath resistance which in turn depends on theelec
trode area, sheath thickness, and sheath conductivity according to

z* =*=,5a- (8'13)
Forthe moreusual rf biasing case,the impedance canbe approximated by the capacitive impedance which
for a parallelplate depends only on the areaA and sheaththickness s,

Thus,we see thatat fixed s/a in thedc caseandfixed s in therf case, thevoltage ratios scale inversely with
area ratios. Although these assumptions on s/a and j are not valid, (8.12)-(8.14) illustrate the importance
of the arearatioin determiningthe extent to which ion energies impacting wafer surfacescan be controlled
using external bias supplies. Consider two limiting cases,

The experiments of Sadeghi et al. (101)providefurther qualitative evidence forion energytuningby application of a 13.56MHz
bias, but the LIF method lacks sufficient spatial resolution to resolve the sheath and the ivdfs measured appear anomalously
broadenedasa resultof the spatialaveraging.
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41 « 1 Wa -* Wrf (i)

4^- » 1 Wa -> 0 (ii)
A fr
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Clearly, for case (i), the desired result wehave control of ion impact energy. For case (ii), wehave nocon
trol.8

RF biasing of the wafer platen is generally used in high efficiency sources. Taking into account the
variation of sheath thickness with voltage, letusdetermine the ratio WJVb of the dc plasma-to-electrode
voltages at the powered wafer platen (a) and grounded (b) electrodes in high efficiency sources having
unequal electrode areas Aa and Ab. Referring to Fig. 46, we see that the quantity usually measured, the dc
bias voltage of the wafer platen with respect to ground, isgiven by W,^ = Wb - Va. As will beshown
below, simple one dimensional arguments (209) for Child law sheaths (2.18) assuming equal ion densities
atthe plasma-sheath edges of the platen and grounded electrodes yield the scaling of the voltage ratio on
the area ratio as WJVb={AbIAa)*t contrary to measurements (99,209-215) that indicate amuch weaker
dependence ofVaIWb on AbIAa for area ratios much different from unity. One dimensional models incor
porating the effects of the dc floating potentials (216) and one dimensional spherical shell models have also
been developed (217,218), incorporating various assumptions for the sheath and glow physics, and obtain
ing ascaling more inagreement with measurements. However, rfbiasing inhigh efficiency sources isgen
erally done in finite cylindrical geometry having two dimensionless parameters; e.g., the powered-to-
grounded electrode area ratio and the length-to-radius ratio for a finite length cylinder. In principle, the vol
tage ratio depends onboth parameters, and, therefore, there is no simple scaling with the area ratio alone
(219).

To determine the fundamental scaling formula in the limitof high voltage rf-driven sheaths (see Sec.
IIA.2), we letx be a two dimensional vector that specifies the position on the electrode surface, nM(x) be
the density at the plasma-sheath edge, V(x) be the dc plasma-to-electrode (sheath) voltage, s(x) be the
sheath thickness, and J(x) be therf current density normal to theelectrode surface. A key observation is
that the plasma, being highly conducting, cannot support a potential difference greater that a few T/s.
Since V » Tt, theplasma-sheath edge is an equipotential surface. Since each electrode a and b is also an
equipotential surface, theplasma-to-electrode voltage across each sheath is a constant independent of the
position xalong the electrode surface. For the powered electrode, wetherefore have Wa (x)=Wa =const

For high voltage capacitive sheaths, the rfvoltage amplitude Va and the dc voltage drop Wa across the
sheath are approximately equal: Va = Va. In this limit, using (8.14), wecan relate the rf current density to
thedc sheath voltage and sheath thickness using thecapacitive sheath assumption:

Jfl(x) oc Va/5a(x) . (8.15)

Fora collisionless (Childlaw) sheath, we have from (2.18) that

««(*) « Vj/2/^(x) . (8.16)

The total rf current Ia flowing to the powered electrode is

8 Note that the measured dc bias voltage inmost systems isrelative toground and may bear little relation tothe voluge across the
sheath that accelerates ions to the wafer. Also, the measured voltage will depend notonly on the effective area ratio of the
grounded and biased surfaces but also the degree to which the electrode is insulated and what value ofblocking capacitor is used in
the rf circuit.
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Ia« fia(x) d2X .
A.

(8.17)

Inserting (8.15) into (8.17) and using the collisionless sheath scaling toeliminate sa,weobtain

7« - Va'4 JnJi2(x) rf2x . (8.18)
A.

Asimilar expression to (8.18) is obtained for the grounded electrode b. Equating Ia to /*, the current to the
ground electrode, bycontinuity ofrfcurrent we obtain the scaling formula for high voltage sheaths

jnll2(x) d2x
A»

J«iJ2(Z) <*'
A.

(8.19)

We see that the voltage ratio isindependent ofthe rfdriving voltage and the electron temperature for high
voltage sheaths. The voltage ratio is determined by integrals over the powered and grounded areas that
depend on the density at the plasma-sheath edge. This density and its variation along the powered and
grounded surface areas are determined by the generation and loss processes for ions in the bulk plasma
(219).

We note that making the simple assumption n^ = nta =const yields the scaling WaIVb=(AbIAa) .
However, the density variations along the surfaces due tothe plasma transport in finite cylindrical geometry
strongly modify this scaling (219). Further, for large area ratios, the voltage across the grounded electrode
islow and the dc floating potentials cannot beneglected (216,219). A further issue for bias control inhigh
efficiency source design stems from the use of magnetic confinement and insulating liners. Magnetic
confinement effectively limits cross field electron transport and thereby limits the grounded surface incon
tact with the plasma. To make matters worse, the use ofinsulating liners to reduce metallic wall sputtering
(87,101,112,113), further reduces the grounded surface area and the plasma potential can easily bedecou
pled from ground. For rfbiasing, a thick liner effectively makes s very large and has the same effect as
making the grounded surface area very small. In other high density sources, such as the helicon, induc
tively coupled plasma, and helical resonator, the power ispurposely coupled to the plasma through adielec
tric wall and there isan inherent ground reference problem. Inthe helicon, for this reason, it is common to
use agrounded plate at the top of the source. In the TCP and helical resonator, the problem may be less
severe because magnetic confinement isnot required and the plasma might "find" ground below the wafer
surface. Unfortunately, few iedf measurements as a function of dc or rf bias have been made except for
ECR sources.

WIII£J Plasma Anodization Inthe above discussion wehave focussed ontuning ion energies tooptimize
selectivity and linewidth control while minimizing atomic displacement damage during etching. However,
ion energy control is critical for controlling the properties, such as stress, index of refraction, and
stoichiometry, of deposited thin films (78). Recently, positive biases have been used for oxidizing single
crystalline Si (61,62) and the process has been referred to as plasma anodization. As expected, Shirai and
Gonda (207) and Iizuka and Sato (208) both found that the plasma potential floats above the bias potential
when the dc bias voltage ismade positive with respect to ground and alarge electron current is drawn to the
wafer platen. So, although the electron flux is increased to the wafer surface during these so-called anodi
zation processes, electrons still diffuse against the electric field and are slowed as they impact the surface.
There isalso alow energy, positive ion flux that is less than the electron flux, since net current is drawn to
the wafer.
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IX. Device Damage

EX.A Atomic Displacement Damage

If conventional rf diodes didnot produce excessive damage when operated athighpower andlow pres
sure, there might not besuch aconceited effort toward developing high efficiency sources. For minimizing
atomic displacement damage caused byenergetic ion and/or neutral impact the advantages of using high
efficiency sources with independent ion energy and flux control seem clear. By reducing theplasma poten
tial and decoupling ion energy and flux control, the extent towhich atomic displacement occurs can bekept
toaminimum. This isclearly evident inthe experiments byYapsir etal. (111) where Siwas etched using a
CF4 diverging-field ECR and the displaced atom density, AD*, was measured using Rutherford Back-
scattering Spectroscopy (RBS). Hara et al. made similar measurements using SF6 ECR plasmas to treat
GaAs (220), where etching should be limited to physical sputtering, and to etch Si (221). In these experi
ments, comparisons to RIE treatments showed that AD*can be reduced bytypically a factor of two using
ECR treatments. Ofcourse, such comparisons must beexamined carefully tounderstand their meaning. In
principle, if the same ion and neutral fluxes and energy distributions are obtained inboth systems, the same
damage should result There isno inherent difference between RIE and ECR except that the latter affords
superior control over these key parameters. Hara etal. made such acomparison at constant current density
(Fig. 47) suggesting that the improvement with the ECR system stems from anarrowing ofthe iedfand/or a
reduction in themean ionenergy; however, neither parameter was measured ineither system.

Interestingly, Yapsir etal. (Ill) found that the displaced atom density was slightly reduced byapplica
tionof anrf bias, which, asdiscussed above, should increase the ionenergy. They notedsimilar improve
ments in other damage metrics when the rf bias was applied: smaller Schottky diode leakage currents,
reduced heavy metal contamination, lower MOS generation current and fewer defect-induced etch pits.
Over the same range of rf bias power, the Si etch rate increased, suggesting that the reduction in damage
wascorrelated witha faster removal of thedamage layer. This is supported by the observation thatAD*
increased with rf bias power when argon was substituted for the CF4 gas and physical sputtering replaced
ion-assisted chemical etching. Ontheother hand, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements
show aresidual contamination layer containing Si,F, C,and Othat isabout 0.5 nmthicker when an rfbias
is applied during ECR processing (222). Apparently, this added contamination has little effect on the
electrical properties and RBS is probably too insensitive to detect the difference in lattice displacement
Clearly, more experiments along these lines are needed tounderstand how best tominimize plasma-induced
damage as the bias voltage ischanged. Simultaneous measurements ofion flux and energy are also needed.

IX.B Contamination

Contamination by heavy metals, as documented by Yapsir et aL (111), raises important design issues
for high density sources. Because the electron temperature can berelatively large compared torf diode
reactors, the potential difference between the plasma and the grounded or floating walls can exceed the
sputtering threshold for the wall material (see Sec. ILA.2). Thus, while the ion energies are reduced rela
tive to those impacting the electrodes in an rf diode, sputtering can still be a problem. This has been
observed by several groups (87,101,111-113) and acommon solution is touse adielectric liner with low
sputtering yield, such as quartz or alumina, in the source. However, sputtering ofthese materials may still
occur, compromising etching selectivity (223) and leading to particulate formation. For example, ifSi02 is
sputtered from aliner during poly-Si etching, it can be difficult to etch without applying abias voltage to
the wafer, with no bias, net deposition can occur. It iscritical that source design take into account the ion
energy and flux notonly tothe device wafer but also tothe walls of the reactor.

IX.C Charging

Another mechanism by which microelectronic devices can be damaged and manufacturing yields
deleteriously affected is charging of insulators during plasma treatment. An excellent, short review has
recently been presented by Gabriel and McVittie (224), who point out that charging damage has become
more apparent in recent years as gate oxide thicknesses have shrunk to 10 nm or less. This problem is not
unique to processing with high efficiency plasma sources and in fact was initially recognized as aproblem
in the stripping ofphotoresist using an rfbarrel etcher (225). However, the larger current densities to the
wafer and the possibility for large current non-uniformities resulting from magnetic confinement are cause
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forconcern when designing highefficiencysources formicroelectronic device fabrication.

Someof the metrics used for evaluating charging damage include: the flat-band voltage shift (AV>5) of
a metal-nitride-oxide-silicon (MNOS) non-volatile memory device (226) (Fig. 48), the frequency ofdielec
tric breakdown as a function of field strength across the dielectric (224,227-229), the leakage current in
CMOS invertercircuits(230),and the threshold voltageshift in anMOS transistor (230).

IX.CI Plasma Untformity While there maybe many factors influencing charging damage, plasma unifor
mityis clearly oneof themostimportant For this reason, thedamage is readily observed in rf magnetrons
(88). Achieving adequate uniformity at the wafer surface is a central issue for high efficiency sources.
There is no simple solution because of the many interrelated physics issues that affect uniformity. These
include:

(a) Incident (microwave or rf) power flux profile;

(b) Wave refraction during propagation to the absorption zone;

(c) Absorptionzone size, shape,andlocation;

(d) Wave absorption profile;

(e) Transport of heated electrons andtheir subsequent ionization profile;

(f) Transport anddiffusionof bulk plasma (and free radicals) to the wafersurface.

We havetouched on all theseissues in the proceeding sections. To someextent theseissuesarealleviated
in low profile orclosecoupled geometries, thusprompting recent interest in thoseconfigurations.

The effect of plasma uniformity has beenmostextensively studied by Samukawa (230,231) whouseda
Faraday cupto measure the ioncurrent density asa function of axial andradial position in adiverging-field
type ECR (Fig. 12a). The extent of oxide damage clearly correlated with the degree of radial non-
uniformity in the ion current to the wafer. Thiscan be seen in Fig. 49 where the leakage current measured
from a CMOS inverter circuitis plotted vs. the ioncurrent density difference, A7„ from the wafercenterto
the waferedge. By varying the magnetic field configuration andthe position of the waferwith respect to
the resonance zone, A7, couldbe varied over the range shown producing a five order-of-magnitude varia
tionin leakage current By collimating the field andplacing thewafer near theECRresonance zonewhere
the ion current densitywasmoreuniform (Fig. 12d), Samukawa showed thattheextentof damage couldbe
dramatically reduced.

Why should theuniformity of ioncurrent density affect gate oxide damage? It is safe to say that this
remains anopen question, butthesimple explanation offered inFig. 50is worm considering. Since thetop
surface of the waferexposed to the plasma is isolated from thebulk of the wafer andsubstrate holder by,
for example, gate andfield oxide,thetopsurface of thewafer willcharge to a potential such thatthe time-
averaged ion and electron fluxes are equal Providing thetop surface is electrically conducting, for exam
ple, before etching is completed, any non-uniformity in the current density to thewafer willnotresult ina
surface potential difference across thewafer. However, once thepattern clears attheetching end-point so
that the top surface forms isolated regions, a surface potential can existwhen the current density is non
uniform. The surface potential, in turn, is a driving force for Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current (226)
through the insulating layer. The largest current willoccur where theoxide is thinnest te. thegate oxide,
andif the current is large enough it can produce premature breakdown, AVFBl leakage currentetc. Pro
cessing inhigh efficiency plasmas leaves oneparticularly prone tothis problem as thecurrent densities, and
therefore, the surface charge densities, are much larger than in conventional rf diode processing. Coupled
with adifficulty in obtaining uniform plasma density inmagnetized systems and theunprecedented thinness
of gate oxides, the problem has recently become amatter of alarm (228).

IX.C2 Biasing Application of a bias voltage to thewafer also affects theextent of gate oxide damage in
high density plasma processing. Namura et al. (232) showed that the AVFB from an MNOS device
increased, albeit non-uniformly across the wafer, asanrf bias wasapplied to the waferexposed to a close-
coupled ECR source (Fig. 12d). Thus, the advantage of putting the wafer into the source, as discussed by
Samukawa, appears tobemitigated when a 13 MHz bias isapplied tothe wafer. Namura et al. suggest that
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the application of rfbias produces anon-uniform current density to the wafer, which again leads to asur
face potential difference, presumably because the rf current to the walls is larger on the edges nearest to the
walls. They offer an equivalent circuit model that includes the MNOS devices on the wafer and the capaci
tive coupling of the wafer to the plasma through the sheath. Akey ingredient of the circuit is the anisotro
pic conductivity of the plasma: conduction along the magnetic field being much larger than conduction
across the field owing to magnetization of the electrons. Although this simple model appears to give good
agreement with the observed radial dependence of AVFB across the wafer, the model parameters are ad hoc
and the equivalent circuit model used to describe coupling of the plasma to the substrate of the device is not
clearly explained.

Samukawa (233) also suggests that the 13 MHz bias results in anon-uniform plasma above the wafer
and reports a"local discharge between the chamber wall and the substrate holder." To alleviate this prob
lem, Samukawa reduced the bias frequency and found that both the plasma uniformity improved (Fig. 51)
and* the incidence of gate oxide breakdown was dramatically reduced (Fig. 52). At the same time,
Tsunokuni et al. (234) reported similar observations. Samukawa says that use of such low frequencies
eliminates the local discharge. Since the capacitive impedance of the sheath increases with decreasing fre
quency, the sheath becomes predominantly resistive at frequencies below 1MHz with the sheath current
being predominantly ion conduction current (64,78,236). If the plasma is uniform initially, applying alow
frequency bias will serve primarily to accelerate ions to the surface without altering the plasma potential
profile and producing large, localized currents tothe walls.

The bias frequency dependence of the gate oxide damage illustrates once more the importance of
plasma source design. Surely, the extent to which local discharges are created will depend on the geometry
of the source and, in particular, the proximity of grounded surfaces to the wafer edge. We have already dis
cussed how AD* can increase with increasing ion energy so itdoes not appear desirable to solve the gate
oxide damage problem by resorting to low frequency rfbias. In many ways this defeats the purpose behind
using the high density plasma in the first place. Nonetheless, we note that Hitachi currendy employs low
frequency bias (typically <2 MHz) in their ECR machines sold for etching ofpoly-Si, metals, and oxides.

The sequence by which the plasma process is terminated apparently also has an effect on gate oxide
damage. Samukawa (230) reports that when the rf (13 MHz) bias is extinguished prior to turning off the
microwave power supply that the CMOS leakage current is reduced by more than five orders of magnitude
and that the gate oxide breakdown voltage is increased by two times. The origin of this effect is not well
understood and needs further investigation. Similarly, the extent ofgate oxide damage produced by heli
cons, helical resonators, and TCPs has not been reported to our knowledge. Typically, 13 MHz bias fre
quencies have been used with these sources and itis reasonable to expect similar problems to arise.
IX.D Radiation

Photon irradiation isanother mechanism by which microelectronic devices can be damaged during high
efficiency plasma processing. In this regard, the difference between high density sources and conventional
rfdiodes steins from the efficiency of electron heating atlow pressure that can lead to production oflarge
excited state densities (143) and energetic photon irradiation (236). Damage to Si02 by absorption of
above-band-gap energy photons has been studied most extensively (237-239). Depending on the photon
energy (240,241), the free electrons and/or holes created by the absorption process may find their way to
traps within the oxide or at the oxide-silicon interface. In both cases, device performance can be affected
by shifting threshold voltages and by creating leakage and generation currents. Although in some instances
it is possible to anneal out such damage (237,238), it is preferable to prevent damage formation in the first
place and thereby preserve the thermal processing budget (1). One means for doing this was suggested by
Yunogami et al. (241) who showed that radiation damage could be minimized by maintaining the substrate
at temperatures as low as 120 Kduring plasma irradiation. The improvement in the positive charge genera
tion rate was ascribed to areduction in the hole mobility at low temperature that enhanced the probability
for recombination before trapping.

In addition to VUV photon production, Castagna et al. (242) have shown that runaway electrons in ECR
plasmas can generate significant fluxes of x-rays when they impact the reactor walls. The runaway elec
tions are created primarily at lower pressures and higher microwave powers where the electrons can gain
energy (Sec III B) faster than they dissipate it by collisions with neutrals. After acquiring more than - 100
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eV of energy, the collision cross sections begin to decrease with increasing electron energy permitting the
electrons to "runaway" to energies approaching 1 keV before impacting the source walls andproducing x-
rays.

Unfortunately, there are virtually no measurements of absolute photon fluxes to device wafers in high
density plasmas and therefore it is difficult to judge the severity of the radiation problem. Such measure
mentsareessential if onewantsto distinguish between x-ray, VUV, ion,electron, andfast neutral bombard
mentdamage mechanisms and distinguish these in turn from thecharging damage already discussed.

X. SUMMARY AND REMAINING QUESTIONS

The results of any plasma process depend on more than just plasma properties and plasma source
design. Choice of chemistry - both gas-phase and onthe surface • play paramount roles in die outcome of
etching, deposition, and passivation treatments. Nonetheless, plasma source design can influence the
materials process. Theplasma governs the generation and transport of reactive species toand from thesur
face and many surface processes are limited by this transport We have seen that plasma source design can
have a profound effect oncharged particle transport For example, high profile, diverging magnetic field
designs induce adistributed sheath that accelerates ions tohigher energies and limits ion energy control.

While most measurements and simulations have been concernedwith the transport of ions and elec
trons, there havebeen but a few (201,243,244) measurements of neutral, reactive species transport in high
efficiency plasmas. In only onecase are we aware of a measurement of thedegree of dissociation in an
ECR plasma and this was made onN2 gas (243). We have seen how sources differ in the mechanism by
whichelectrons areheated andalthough it hasbeenuseful to viewtheelectron energy distribution function
as Maxwellian, subtle deviations mayaffect the generation rate of key reactive intermediates. Clearly, if
we areto understand the subtie interplay between source design andsurface modification we must measure
the flux of reactive species to the surface and this means measuring theabsolute concentrations and "tem
peratures" of gas-phasereactive intermediates.

Another factor influencing the transport of reactive neutrals is the composition of wall material in
plasma sources. Consider that for each of the sources reviewed here, a dielectric, usually fused silica or
alumina, is used either as a barrier through which wave energy is coupled or as a liner to protect against
sputtering of metallic wall materials. Regardless of electron heating and ion transport mechanisms, the
extensive use of these materials marks a sharp distinction between thenew generation of high efficiency
sources and their conventional rf diode predecessors. These materials can alter surface chemistry by reduc
ing reactant fluxes, by the loading effect (223), orby generating small concentrations of species such as
oxygen that can dramatically alter the rates ofboth gas-phase and surface reactions (245). This area, again,
is virtually unexplored.

We haveseen thatsource design can be critical for minimizing theextentof damage andyieldloss. In
particular, plasma uniformity has been empirically correlated with charging damage and, in turn, plasma
uniformity depends on such design features as the magnetic field profile, source dimensions, wave propaga
tion, and the electron heating mechanism. Much work remains before we can control plasma uniformity
and relate uniformity to charging damage. Similarly, we find it ironic that low frequency bias voltages are
used to minimize charging damage during anisotropic etching since the ion bombarding energy and the
extent of atomic displacement damage is clearly higher at these lower frequencies. Again, thebenefits of
low frequency bias appear traceable toan improvement inplasma uniformity, but we suspect that this effect
is strongly dependent on the details of plasma source design: for example, how near the walls lie to the
edge of the wafer. It isalso curious that the application ofabias voltage which increases the ion bombard
ing energy can reduce the extent of electrical damage. Is this simply aquestion of the faster etching rate
leading to faster removal ofdamaged material or isthere amore subtle explanation?

While plasma source design is primarily concerned with efficient plasma generation and ion energy
control at low pressures to maintain critical dimensional control and high throughput while minimizing
device damage, there are clearly fundamental limits tothe control available. Generation of intense plasma
necessarily implies larger currents todevice wafers leading toan increased probability for charging dam
age. Intense plasma generation also implies large densities ofexcited electronic states that will radiate and
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expose wafers to above band-gap radiation and thereby produce trapped charge and interface states. In elec
tron cyclotron resonance plasmas, electron heating can be so efficient that "run away" occurs and electrons
can gain more than 1kV before impacting walls and generating potentially damaging x-rays. Finally, the
control of ion bombardment energy is limited bythe extent to which abroad distribution of internal energy
states are created.

Plasma stability isan area ofconcern that we have not reviewed because ofapaucity ofmeasurements
and theory. The consequences ofplasma instability should be obvious: in large volume inanufacturing, one
can little afford aprocess that inexplicably deviates from its normal behavior. Plasma are notoriously non
linear and, as such, are arich medium for notabilities and turbulence. Arguably, low pressure, magnetized
plasmas are more prone to unstable operation than their unmagnetized counterparts since more modes can
be excited and mode switching is prevalent (112,114,208,246-248) But even for unmagnetized, conven
tional rfdiodes, testability and hysteresis have been observed and correlated with changes in etching rate
(249,250). So unmagnetized sources such as the inductively coupled plasma, helical resonator, or surface
wave excited plasma can be prone to instability. This is an area in need ofcareful experimental investiga
tion and theoretical analysis.

To facilitate comparisons between plasma sources, we have relied on simple scaling relationships.
Clearly these have limited validity and serve no more than to provide crude estimates. What we really need
is a computer aided design tool with which plasma generation, transport and stability in two or three
dimensions can be simulated. In this manner, reactors and processes could bemodified rapidly insoftware
and apreliminary design selected prior to making ahardware prototype. While recent progress along these
lines has been impressive, the field is too young to warrant an in-depth review. With rapid improvements
in computational power, we look forward to increasingly sophisticated codes in the next few years and a
continuing progression toward plasma sources that provide the level ofprocess control needed to meet the
demands of future materials processing applications.
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XI. SYMBOL DEFINITIONS

B Magnetic field
B0 DC magnetic field
b Inductive or helical coil radius
Ce Normalized, energy-flux-weighted, cumulative angular distribution function
c Shield radius for helical resonator, Speed of light
AD* Displaced atom density
dtff Effective plasma source size
ER Etching rate
E Electric field

E^ Amplitude ofRHP electric field
Ettp Amplitude ofLHPelectric field
E Complexamplitudeof rf electricfield
£e Collisionalenergy lost per electron-ion pair created
E„c Effective excitation energy
£, Ion energy
ZL Total energy lost per electron-ion pair created
e Electronic charge
eedf Electron energy distribution function
/ Current

Hx Magneticfieldinducedby skincurrentin inductively coupled plasma
hL Ratio of plasmadensityat axialsheathedgeto density in plasmacenter
hR Ratio of plasma densityat radial sheathedge to densityin plasmacenter
I0 Modified Bessel function of the first kind
iadf Ion angular distribution function
iedf Ion energy distribution function
ivdf Ion velocity distribution function
J m Bessel function oforder m
/ Current density
J& Ion current density at axial wall
J Complex amplitude ofrfcurrent density
Ja DC ion current density at the wafer platen
Ja RF current density at the waferplaten
Jb DC ion current densityat the groundedsurface
Jb RF currentdensity at the groundedsurface
K Second order rate constant

Ka Elastic scattering rate constant
K^e Excitation rate constant
Ku Ionization rate constant
K0 Modified Besselfunction of the second kind
&o Free space wavenumber, co/c ^
kr Spatially varying propagationconstant *0Kr
k, Wavenumberalong z
ky Wavenumber perpendicular to z
kxet Transverse wavenumber for surface wave inside dielectric tube
klp Transverse wavenumber for surface wave inside plasma
k* Helicalpitch wavenumber
L Reactor length; Inductance
Ld Characteristic lengthoverwhich Vd occurs
I Helicon antenna length
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LHP Left hand circularlypolarized
M Ion mass

m Electron mass; Azimuthial mode number
N Neutral gas density
T| Number of turns in inductive coil
n Plasma density
np Plasma density downstream from source
ng Plasma charge density at sheath edge
ne Critical density
P^ Absorbed power
Pto Incident power
P„fl Reflected power
P ,„,„ Transmitted power
Py, w Microwave power
Pw Powercarried by wave
p Neutralgas pressure
Pni, Minimum pressure needed tosustain ECR discharge
R Reactor radius; Resistance
RHP Righthand circularly polarized
St Stochastic energy flux
SEcr ECR energy flux
S^ Ion energy flux
Sr RHP energy flux
Sohm Ohmic energy flux
SC0 Reactive sticking coefficient onbare surface
s Sheath thickness
T Neutral temperature
T, Electron temperature
Ti Ion temperature
Ti± Ion temperature perpendicular tothe magnetic field
T^ Ion temperature parallel tothe magnetic field
TCP Transformer coupled plasma
tru Time electron spends inresonance zone
1)i Volume removed per unit ion bombarding energy
1)„ Volume removed per reacting neutral
uB Bohm velocity
ui Ion speed
uu Ion energy gained by acceleration through sheath potential, Wt
uit Ion speed normal tothe surface
uiL Radial ion speed (parallel tothe surface)
uff Directed ionradial speed
Upk Wave phase velocity, ©/*,
u„s Parallel electron velocity atresonance zone
uTi Ion thermal speed
uTe Electron thermal speed
Wa DC bias voltage ofplasma with respect to wafer platen
Wa RF voltage amplitude ofplasma with respect to wafer platen
Wb DC bias voltage ofplasma with respect to ground
Vb rf voltage amplitude ofplasma with respect to ground
Vhua DC voltage ofwafer platen with respect to ground
Wd Distributed sheath voltage
Vrf rf voltage amplitude between powered electrode and ground
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W, Voltage between plasma and floatingsurface
VT Helical voltage at tap position
£p» rfvoltage amplitude between plasma and wafer
Vpy, dcvoltage between plasma and wafer resulting from rfbias
AVFB Flat-bandvoltage shift
WECR Transverseenergy gamed from one passthrough ECR resonance zone
Z Impedance
zw Axial ECR resonance position
Az w Width of ECR resonance zone
z' Distance from resonance zone
zT Tap position on helical resonatorcoil

a Inverse scale length ofcyclotron frequency near resonant zone, co"l da>M /dz'
a, Inverse of decay length along z
P Ratioof sheath potential to perpendicular iontemperature (V,/ra)
8C Collisional skin depth
hp Collisionless skin depth
7(6,Ej) Differential ion flux
r. Electron flux
r, Ion flux
r& Ion flux at axial wall
r„ Neutral flux
Kd Relative dielectric constant for insulating tube
Kr Relative dielectric constant of plasma
XDt Electron Debye length
Xi Combined mean freepath forion-neutral momentumandcharge exchange
Xr Wavelength for RHP wave in plasma,2n/kr
Xg Wavelength along z
|i., Ion mobility
T) Microwave power attenuation coefficient, coJ,/(coclal)
a) Angular frequency
(oM Electron cyclotron frequency
0)a Ion cyclotron frequency
(Da Upper hybrid frequency
©£, Lower hybrid frequency
0)^ Electron plasma frequency
to^ Ion plasma frequency
(0R RHP cut-off frequency
<D Magnetic flux in inductive plasma; Spatially varying plasma potential
\|f Pitchangleofhelical coil in helical resonator
a DC conductivity of plasma
c, Combined ionmomentum andcharge transfer cross section
a Absorption or emission frequency
do Rest absorption or emission frequency
6 Surface coverage
vc Electron-neutral collision frequency
vcT Sumof electron-neutral and electron-ion collision frequencies
\LD Effectivecollision frequency for Landau damping
vr - Total effective collision frequency
% Ratio ofdirected velocity to sheath velocity, 2u{°> luu
£ Ratio of helicon phase velocity toelectron thermal speed, a>/(£,uTe)
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Xffl. FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Capacitive RF discharges; (a) plane paraUel geometry; (b) coaxial ("hexode") geometry.

2. RF diode physical model.

3. Some high density remote sources.

4. Electron-collision rate coefficients in argon gas.

5. CoUisional energy Ze lost per electron-ion pair created inargon gas.

6. Simple model of cyUndrical high density plasma source.
7. Electron temperature T, for agiven neutral argon density Nand effective plasma size d,ff in alow

pressure high density source.

8. The wallsheath region in a highdensity source.

9. Atypical high profile ECR system; (a) geometric configuration; (b) axial magnetic field variation,
showing one or more resonance zones.

10. Typical ECR microwavesystem.

11. Microwave field patterns for ECRexcitation.

12. Common ECR configurations; (a) high profile; (b) low profile; (c) low profile with multidipoles; (d)
close-coupled; (d) distributed (DECR); (e) microwave cavity excited

13. Basic principle ofECR heating; (a) continuous energy gain for right hand polarization; (b) oscUlating
energy gain for left hand polarization; (c) energy gain in one pass through aresonance zone

14. Kr versus oW© for (a) low density ©p, < CD and (b) high density (Op, > <o

15. Parameters for good ECRsource operation: Pressure vs. power.

16. Schematic iUustration ofcircuit used to measure wave electric field ampUtude, kindly provided by
Stevens etal. (91).

17. Electric field amplitude ofRHP wave for two different magnetic field configurations. Note that the
wave is damped at the Doppler shifted resonant field of - 975 Gauss. Adapted from Ref. (91) with
permission.

18. Transverse electric fields of hekcon modes at five different axial positions; (a) m = 0; (b) m = 1
(afterChen, 1991).

19. k±Rversus *, Ik for heUcon modes.

20. Magnetic field ampUtude for helicon waves at three different values of B0/n. Reprinted from Ref.
(84) with permission.

21. niustrating the antenna for m=1helicon mode excitation (after BosweU et al, 1982).
22. niustrating the quasistatic antenna coupling field £,;(a) ideal and actual field; (b) spatial power spec

trum of the field.

23. Measured density as afunction ofinput power for B0 = 80 Gat 5mTorr in argon.
24. Measured density as afunction ofmagnetic field at afixed input power. The dashed line represents

the resonancecondition imposedby the antenna.

25. Schematic ofinductively driven sources in (a) cylindrical and (b) planar geometries.
26. Equivalent transformer coupled circuit model of an inductive discharge.
27 Power versus density from the inductive source characteristics (curves) and from the plasma power

balance (straight line). The curves are drawn for different values of the driving current /rf.
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28. Schematic of a helical resonator plasma source.

29. Axial wavenumber kx versus frequency/for thecoaxandhelix modes, with densityn0 as a parame
ter. (Q) helix mode, n0 = 109 cm-3; (d) helix mode, n0 = 1011 cm'3; (+) coax mode, n0 = 0; (A)
coax mode, n0 = 109 cm"3; (x) coax mode, n0 = 10n cm"3.

30. Surfacewave dispersion kxversus(0 for the m = 0 mode.

31. niustrating the determination of the equilibrium density ina surface wave discharge. The high den
sity intersection of the P'^ and P'^ gives the equiUbrium density (after Moisan and Zakrzewski,
1991).

32. Density /i0 and wave power Pw versus z for atypical surface wave source.

33. Etch rate ofSi02as a function ofpeak-to-peak bias voltage inheticon discharge through chlorine. A
threshold isclearly observed near 40V (184). Figure kindly provided byand reprinted with permis
sion from Plasma Materials and Technology.

34. Normalized, energy-flux-weighted, (a) cumulative and (b) differential angular distribution functions
vs. incident polar angle.

35. Schematic illustration of gridded energy analyzer used for measurements of ion energy distribution
functions. Reprinted from (199) withpermission.

36. Schematic illustration of apparatus used tomeasure spatiaUy-resolved ion velocity distribution func
tions by laser-induced fluorescence (101).

37. Change in the bombarding ion energy distribution as the wafer-level coil current im is varied.
Reprinted from(196,197) with permission.

38. Ion velocity distribution functions at several pressures downstream from (a) N2 and (b) N2/He ECR
plasmas. Reprinted from (201) with permission.

39. (a) Average ion velocity along B, vf, measured by Doppler shifted laser-induced fluorescence, (b)
corresponding average energy, nkBTt", and (c) perpendicular ion temperature Tiim, aU as a function of
pressure downstream from aN2 and N2/He ECR sources. Reprinted from (201) with permission.

40. Parallel ion velocity distiibution functions atdifferent positions from a wafer platen situated down
stream from an Ar/He ECR source (101).

41. Simulated plasma potential as a function of axial and radial position for an ECR source. Note the
distributed sheath or potential step from the narrow source region, between axial positions 0 and 40
cm, and thedownstream region beyond 40cm. Reprinted from (195) with permission.

42. Simulated ionization rate asa function of radial and axial position for the same system asin Fig. 41.
Notethelocal maximum in theionization rate where theplasma expands which results from aneutral
density gradient Reprinted withpermission from (195).

43. Perpendicular ion velocity distiibution functions at different radial positions (101). When acoUimat-
ing magnetic field isappUed (dashed curves), the mean ion velocity isreduced but the spread in ion
energies increases, (a) 0.38mTorr; (b)0.82mTorr.

44. Ion energy distributions through an rf sheath biased at 05 and 20 MHz. Reprinted with permission
from (185).

45. Variation of maximum ion energy through dc biased sheath as a function of electrode area. Smaller
electrodes exhibit larger variation of ion energy with bias voltage. Reprinted with permission from
(199).

46. Equivalent circuit model used to explain distribution of voltages between biased and grounded
sheaths for both low and high frequency.

47. Displaced atom density, AD&, for aGaAs surface as a function ofion current density in SF6 ECR
and RIE plasmas. For the same ion flux, damage in the ECR is significandy reduced presumably
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becauseof a reduction in ionenergy. Reprinted with permission from (220).

48. Metal oxidenitride silicon (MNOS) device used tomeasure charging voltage in high efficiency plas
mas. The flat band voltage shift AVFB depends on the peak voltage, created by charging in the
plasma, across thedielectric. Reprinted withpermission from (232).

49. Leakage current from CMOS inverter circuit as a function of difference in current density from the
center to theedge of anECR plasma Adapted from Figs. 5 and 6 in (230).

50. Schematic illustration of howuniformity of plasma current density can induce charging damage.

51. Dependence ofion current density uniformity on bias frequency in N2 ECR plasma. Reprinted with
permission from (233).

52. Cumulative failure rate caused by gate oxide breakdown as a function of bias frequency in an 02
plasma. Reprinted withpermission from (233).
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